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A B S T R AC T
We study the Riemannian geometry of the group of diffeomorphisms of principal S1-
bundles M2n+1 preserving a stable Hamiltonian structure (ω,λ) or a Hamiltonian
structure ω such that the kernel foliation kerω is periodic with some generator R.
Herein, we extend results mainly by Ebin and Marsden [EM70], and more recent work
by Ebin [Ebi12], and Ebin and Preston [EP13]. We first determine conditions under
which the structure-preserving Sobolev diffeomorphisms Diffsω,λ(M) and Diff
s
R,ω(M)
are smooth submanifolds of Diffs(M). Following the strategy used in [EM70], we
show that for the S1-bundle over the cylinder B = S1 × [−1,1], the orthogonal projec-
tion of the tangent bundles projecting TDiffs(M)|Diffsω,λ(M) to TDiff
s
ω,λ(M) is a smooth
bundle map. As a consequence, local geodesics and therefore, local solutions to the
Euler equation exist. Furthermore, we show long-time existence for solutions to the
Euler equation on M preserving R and ω for trivial S1-bundles M2n+1 = B2n×S1 and
compute the Euler equation for the general case.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N
The Euler equations in hydrodynamics are a set of quasilinear hyperbolic differential
equations to describe the motion of an ideal fluid. On a Riemannian manifold M –
possibly with boundary ∂M –, Levi-Civita connection ∇ and (not necessarily Rieman-
nian) volume form vol, the Euler equations are:
∂tv+∇vv = −∇p,
divvol v = 0,
for the time-dependent velocity vector field v tangent to the boundary ∂M of some
ideal fluid and for the pressure function p. As a special case of the more general
Navier-Stokes equations, which deal with viscous fluids, they are of great interest to
both mathematicians and physicists. One of the Millenium Prize problems by the
Clay Mathematics Institute offers $1 million to the first person to prove or give a
counterexample for the following statement:
In three space dimensions and time, given an initial velocity field, there
exists a vector velocity and a scalar pressure field, which are both smooth
and globally defined, that solve the Navier–Stokes equations.
This Millenium Prize problem is still open. To get closer to an answer, mathematicians
have been trying to prove or find counterexamples to similar statements for the Euler
equation.
Vladimir Arnold [Arn66] showed in 1966 that many equations, in particular the
Euler equations of an inviscid incompressible fluid, can be viewed as geodesic flows
on the infinite dimensional manifold of volume-preserving diffeomorphisms of M.
In his blog, Terence Tao [Tao10] provides a summary of this paper. We will also
describe in Section 2.3 how to get from the geodesic equation on the manifold of
volume-preserving diffeomorphisms to the Euler equations. Arnold’s idea has been
used extensively in the past, most notably by Ebin and Marsden [EM70], who study
the Hilbert manifold of volume-preserving Sobolev diffeomorphisms and prove ex-
istence and uniqueness theorems for solutions to the Euler equations on a compact
oriented manifold, possibly with boundary. We summarize the important results in
Section 2.4. To apply this to other diffeomorphism groups D(M) of some manifold
1
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M, one has to show that D(M) ⊂ Diffs(M) is a smooth submanifold and that for
η ∈D(M), the orthogonal projections
Pη : TηDiff
s(M)→ TηD(M)
induced by the given metric on M form a smooth bundle map
P : TDiffs(M)|D(M)→ TD(M).
Further work by Ebin and his coauthors includes long-time existence of solutions to
the Euler equation for volume-preserving diffeomorphisms of two-dimensional man-
ifolds [Ebi84], long-time existence for symplectomorphisms [Ebi12], and local exis-
tence for contactomorphisms of certain contact manifolds [EP15], with some results
concerning the long-time existence for strict contactomorphisms (quantomorphisms)
of S1-principal bundles already published in [EP13]. For more details, see Section 2.5.
This thesis proves some results in a similiar spirit for principal bundles S1 →
M2n+1
π→ B2n with a stable or stabilizable Hamiltonian structure and their structure-
preserving diffeomorphisms. A stable Hamiltonian structure is a pair (ω,λ) such that
the closed two-formω ∈Ω2(M) has maximal rank, λ ∈Ω1(M) satisfies kerω ⊂ kerdλ
and λ∧ωn is a volume form. In Sections 3.1 and 3.2, we start by defining manifolds
with a (stable or stabilizable) Hamiltonian structure and their structure-preserving
diffeomorphisms. In Sections 3.3 and 3.4, we restrict our manifolds to S1-principal
bundles such that the Reeb vector field defined by the stable Hamiltonian structure
generates the S1-action. In this case, the stabilizing one-form λ is also a connection
form for our circle bundle and τ ∈Ω2(B) defined by dλ = π∗τ is the curvature form.
For trivial S1-bundles, which we discuss in Section 3.5, the curvature form τ is exact,
i. e. τ = dµ for some µ ∈ Ω1(B). The form µ is uniquely defined by the identity λ =
dθ + π∗µ, where we denote the S1-coordinate of M = B × S1 by θ. While it is well
known that the classical Sobolev diffeomorphism groups discussed in Section 2.5 are
smooth submanifolds of the full diffeomorphism groups, we have to formulate and
prove conditions such that the diffeomorphisms preserving the stable Hamiltonian
structure (ω,λ) are indeed a smooth submanifold of the full diffeomorphism group.
To that end, we identify the diffeomorphisms Ds of the base manifold B that lift to






(µ− ν∗µ) ∈Z for any γ ∈H1(B;Z)
}
.
In particular, we show in Theorem 3.29 that DS ⊂ Diffs(B) is a smooth Hilbert sub-
manifold iff
Ds × S1 Diffsω,λ(B× S
1) ⊂Diffs(B× S1)
is also a smooth Hilbert submanifold. In Section 3.6, we describe the metrics we con-
sider on M = B × S1 and how results for smooth bundle maps transfer under diffeo-
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morphisms of manifolds with a different stable Hamiltonian structure. Similarly to
the trivial bundle case, we show in Section 3.7 (specifically Theorem 3.43) for gen-
eral S1-principal bundles S1 → M π→ B that there also is a subset Ds ⊂ Diffs(B) of
diffeomorphisms of B that lift to Diffsω,λ(M). Then, Diff
s




In particular, we again get that Diffsω,λ(M) ⊂ Diff
s(M) is a smooth submanifold iff
Ds ⊂Diffs(B) is a smooth submanifold.
Chapter 4 fully proves all the statements for the cylinder B= S1× [−1,1] and the
trivial circle bundle over the cylinder
M = B× S1 = (S1 × [−1,1])× S1.
Any stable Hamiltonian structure (ω,λ) on M induces two two-forms (σ ,τ) on B =
S1 × [−1,1] by ω = π∗σ and dλ = π∗τ . Since B is two-dimensional, σ is an area form
and τ is a multiple of σ , i. e. τ = hσ for some h ∈ C∞(B,R). Section 4.1 deals with
the standard metric on B with its induced area form σ and τ = zσ , where z ∈ [−1,1]
denotes the height coordinate on B. We prove both that DS ⊂ Diffs(B) is a smooth
submanifold and that the projection P : TDiffs(B)|DS → TDs is a smooth bundle map.
In Section 4.2, we compute the Euler equation on B with respect to the standard met-
ric and its area form for vector fields in TidDiff
s
σ ,τ(B), which turns out to be triv-
ial. Similarly, in Section 4.3, we lift the two-forms (σ ,τ) from Section 4.1 to a stable
Hamiltonian structure (ω,λ) on M and prove that Diffsω,λ(M) ⊂Diff
s(M) is a smooth
submanifold and the projection P : TDiffs(M)|Diffsω,λ(M) → TDiff
s
ω,λ(M) is a smooth
submanifold. As before, in Section 4.4 we show that the corresponding Euler equa-
tion is trivial. In Sections 4.5 and 4.6, we then extend those results to any metric on B,
its Riemannian area form σb B bσ for some b ∈ C∞(B,R) and τb = zσb on B. For the
S1-bundle M = B×S1 in Sections 4.7 and 4.8, we consider the bundle metric induced
by the given metric on B. We let ωb B π
∗σb and for λ= dθ+π
∗µ such that dλ= π∗τb,
we choose one representative for each possible cohomology class of µ. In Section 4.9,
we now also include any possible primitive µ for τb, i. e. we explain how to transform
the metric on M such that we can change µ by exact one-forms to end up in one of
the cases of the previous section. Finally, in Section 4.10, we also allow more general
submersions h ∈ C∞(B,R) and consider τ = hσ . The last two sections in this chapter,
Sections 4.11 and 4.12, provide a brief outlook on how to possibly construct an ex-
ample where Diffsω,λ(M) is not a smooth submanifold of Diff
s(M) and what happens
with two-dimensional base manifolds other than the cylinder B= S1 × [−1,1].
In Chapter 5, we also discuss S1-principal bundles M with a Hamiltonian struc-
ture ω such that the kernel foliation kerω is periodic with some generating vector
field R. Such a Hamiltonian structure is always stabilizable but, in contrast to the
earlier chapters, we now consider the diffeomorphisms preserving only ω and R, and
not neccessarily the stabilizing one-form. In Section 5.1, we recall our results on the
diffeomorphism group DiffsR,ω(M), which are already shown in Chapter 3. For trivial
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bundles M = B × S1 with the standard S1-invariant bundle metric (Section 5.2) and
a general S1-invariant bundle metric (Section 5.3), we compute the Euler equation
given by variation of the energy of paths in the diffeomorphism group DiffsR,ω(B×S
1).
In the standard case, we can also prove long-time existence of solutions to the Euler
equation.
2
T H E E U L E R E Q UAT I O N
2.1 The Hilbert manifold Diffs(M)
Let M be a compact Riemannian manifold. For now, we will assume that M has no
boundary even though we will later extend the results to manifolds with boundary.
We will denote the Riemannian metric on M by g(·, ·) or 〈·, ·〉. Let also s ∈ N, s >
dimM
2
+1, so that by the Sobolev Lemma,H s(M,M) ↪→ C1(M,M). In particular, any
element of H s(M,M) is differentiable.




∣∣∣ η is bijective and η−1 ∈ C1(M,M)}
and define the H s-diffeomorphisms Diffs(M) as the connected component containing
the identity in H s(M,M)∩C1Diff(M).
Equivalently, using the Sobolev Lemma, we can identify Diffs(M) as the connected
component containing the identity in{
η ∈H s(M,M)
∣∣∣ η is bijective and η−1 ∈H s(M,M)} . (2.1)
We first want to prove that Diffs(M) is a Hilbert manifold. To that end, we will
construct charts for the continuous maps C(N ,M) for compact manifoldsN (possibly
with boundary) and then restrict those toH s(N ,M) and then finally to Diffs(M). This
section follows the computations in [Cie92], which in turn is based on the results
in [Elí67]. There is also a short summary in Section 2 of [EM70].
Note that the Riemannian metric on M induces an exponential map on a neigh-
bourhood Up ⊂ TpM of the origin for every p ∈M, i. e. we have expp : Up→M, which
sends x ∈ TpM onto γ(1) for the unique geodesic γ satisfying γ(0) = p and γ ′(0) = x.
Those exponential maps fit together to a smooth bundle map exp : U → M ×M,
(p,x) 7→ (p, expp x) defined on an open neighbourhood U ⊂ TM of the zero section.
We can choose U sufficiently small such that exp : U →M ×M is a diffeomorphism
onto an open neighbourhood of the diagonal and such that the image exp(U ) ⊂M×M
is invariant under the diffeomorphism (p,q) 7→ (q,p) ofM×M. We can further choose
Up = U ∩ TpM.
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Let η ∈ C(N ,M). The space Eη B C(N ,η∗TM) of continuous sections in the pull-






∣∣∣ (η(p),x) ∈U } ⊂ η∗TM
is an open neighbourhood of the zero section and
Vη B C(N ,η∗U ) =
{
ξ ∈ Eη
∣∣∣ (η(p),ξ(p)) ∈U for all q ∈N }
is an open neighbourhood of the origin in Eη . The exponential map induces a contin-
uous map
expη : Vη → C(N ,M), (expη ξ)(p)B expη(p) ξ(p)
which is a homeomorphism onto its image
Uη B
{
ρ ∈ C(N ,M)
∣∣∣ (η(p),ρ(p)) ∈ exp(U ) for all q ∈N }.
Proposition 2.1. The charts exp−1η : Uη → Vη for η ∈ C(N ,M) define a smooth Banach
atlas on C(N ,M). A different Riemannian metric induces an equivalent atlas. The Ba-
nach manifold C(N ,M) is covered by the chart domains Uη centered at smooth maps
η ∈ C∞(N ,M).
Let VB(N ) denote the category of smooth vector bundles over N and B the cate-
gory of Banachable spaces.
Definition. A covariant functor T : VB(N )→ B is a section functor over N if for all
vector bundles E,F ∈ VB(N ),
(a) elements of T(E) are equivalence classes of sections in E, and
(b) the map T : C∞(Hom(E,F))→ L(T(E),T(F)), φ 7→ T(φ) is continuous linear,
where T(φ)(ξ) = φ ◦ ξ.
Definition. A section functor S : VB(N ) → B is a manifold model, if for all E,F ∈
VB(N )
(a) S(E) ↪→ C(N ,E) is continuous linear.
(b) S(Hom(E,F)) ↪→L(S(E),S(F)) is continuous linear.
(c) Let O ⊂ E be an open subset projecting onto N and ψ : O → F be a smooth
fibre preserving map. Then for each ξ ∈ S(O) B {ξ ∈ S(E)|ξ(N ) ⊂ O}, we have
ψ ◦ ξ ∈ S(F) and the corresponding map
S(ψ) : S(O)→ S(F), ξ 7→ φ ◦ ξ
is continuous.
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Definition. A section functor T : VB(N )→ B is compact with respect to a manifold
model S if for any E,F ∈ VB(N ),
(a) S(Hom(E,F)) ↪→L(T(E),T(F)) is continuous linear.
(b) T(Hom(E,F)) ↪→L(S(E),S(F)) is continuous linear.
Theorem 2.2. Let N be a compact n-dimensional manifold (possibly with boundary) and
M be an m-dimensional manifold without boundary. Let further S be a manifold model
overN . Then the charts S(exp−1η ) : S(Uη)→ S(Vη) for η ∈ C
∞(N ,M) define the structure
of a smooth Banach manifold on S(N ,M).
Let τ : TM→M denote the canonical bundle projection.
Corollary 2.3. Let M, N be as in the previous theorem. The space H s(N ,M) of Sobolev
maps for s ∈N and s > n
2
is a separable smooth Hilbert manifold with tangent bundle







s(N ,M) = {V ∈H s(N ,TM)|τ ◦V = η}.




the Sobolev lemma implies that H s(M,M) ⊂ C1(M,M) is a continuous linear inclu-
sion, hence Diffs(M) ⊂ H s(M,M) is open and Diffs(M) is a Hilbert (sub-)manifold,
see §3 in [Ebi70].
Now let M have boundary. We consider the double M̃ =M ∪∂MM and choose a
metric such that ∂M is totally geodesic. Then the image of the exponential charts on
H s(M,M̃) is always already contained in M and, similarly to Eq. (2.1), we can define
Diffs(M) as the identity component in
{η ∈H s(M,M̃) | im(η) ⊂M, η is bijective and η−1 ∈H s(M,M)}.
Using this, one can show
Corollary 2.4 (§3 in [Ebi70], §6 in [EM70]). Let M be a compact manifold with or with-
out boundary and s >
dimM
2
+ 1, then Diffs(M) is a smooth Hilbert manifold.
Theorem 2.5 ([EM70], Proofs of Theorems 6.1 and 6.2). (a) LetM be a compact man-
ifold without boundary and N ⊂ M a closed submanifold without boundary. Then,
DiffsN (M)B {η ∈Diff
s(M) | η(N ) ⊂N }
and
DiffsN ,p(M)B {η ∈Diff
s(M) | η(x) = x for any x ∈N }
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are smooth submanifolds of Diffs(M).
(b) Let M be a compact manifold with boundary ∂M, then Diffs(M) is a smooth mani-
fold and
Diffsp(M)B {η ∈Diffs(M) | η(x) = x for all x ∈ ∂M}
is a smooth submanifold of Diffs(M).
Now we will describe an atlas of the tangent bundle TDiffs(M)→Diffs(M) over
the given atlas on Diffs(M) using the exponential maps. The metric on M induces
a Levi-Civita connection ∇. For any (p,x) ∈ TM, let V be a neighbourhood of p in
M such that expp : TpM → M maps some neighbourhood V
′ of 0 in TpM diffeomor-
phically onto V . Recall the canonical projection τ : TM → M. Let further denote
γp : τ
−1(V )→ TpM the smooth fibrewise isometry such that for (q,y) ∈ τ−1(V ) ⊂ TM,
we parallelly transport y from q to p along the unique geodesic in V . For u ∈ TpM, de-
fine the translation R−u : TpM → TpM, R−u(x) = x − u. Then we define the connection
map
K(p,x) : T(p,x)TM→ TpM,
A 7→ T(p,x)(expp ◦R−x ◦γp)(A).
If we write A = TpX(Yp) for some X ∈ X(M), which we view as a map X : M → TM
such that Xp = X(p) = x, and Yp ∈ TpM, then
K(p,x)(A) = K(p,x)(TpX(Yp)) = (∇YpX)p,
see also [Dom62, §§2–4]. The map τ : TM→M also induces the bundle T τ : T TM→
TM with vertical bundle T vTM B kerT τ ⊂ T TM. The map T (expp ◦R−x) is an iso-
morphism T(p,x)TpM→ TpM. Let ιp : TpM→ TM denote the inclusion map, then
T v(p,x)TM = T ιp(T(p,x)TpM)
and
T (ι ◦γ)(A) = A
for any A ∈ T v(p,x)TM. Hence, K(p,x)|T v(p,x)TM : T
v
(p,x)TM→ TpM is an isomorphism. Fur-
ther, we define




∇2 exp(p,x) B (Tx exp)|T v(p,x)TM ◦ (K |T v(p,x)TM)
−1 : TpM→ Texpp(x)M. (2.2)
2.2 riemannian metrics on Diffs(M) and Diffsvol(M) 9
Proposition 2.6 ([Elí67], Theorem 5.2). Let s ≥ 4. The bundle τ : TM → M induces a
vector bundle
S(τ) : S(N ,TM)→ S(N ,M)
α 7→ τ ◦α
of class Cs−3, which is naturally equivalent to the tangent bundle of S(N ,M). Moreover,
given any connection on M, let S(exp) : S(Dη)→ S(N ,M) be the natural chart centered
at η ∈ Cr(N ,M). Then,
S(∇2 exp) : S(Dη)×S(Eη)→ S(N ,TM)
(α,β) 7→ ∇2 exp◦(α,β)
is a trivialization of S(τ) over S(exp) corresponding to the tangent trivialization TS(exp)
under the bundle equivalence.
Since Diffs(M) ⊂ H s(M,M) is an open subset, we have local charts for any η ∈
Diffs(M) given by
TηDiff







Finally, we want to adapt the last proposition to the tangent bundle TDiffs(M).
To that end, note that for any p ∈ M, the map ∇2 exp(η(p),X(p)) maps Tη(p)M to the
space Texpη(p)X(p)M. For any Y ∈ TηDiff
s(M), we define the map






hence (∇2 exp(η,X))(Y )(p) ∈ Texpη XDiff
s(M).
Corollary 2.7. Local charts for the Hilbert bundle TDiffs(M)→Diffs(M) in a neighbour-












2.2 Riemannian metrics on Diffs(M) and Diffsvol(M)
We first recite the standard proof using the implicit function theorem to show that
Diffsvol(M) ⊂Diff
s(M) is a smooth submanifold, which can also be found in [EM70].
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Theorem 2.8 ([EM70], Theorems 4.2 and 8.1). Let
Diffsvol(M)B {η ∈Diff
s(M) | η∗vol = vol}.
Then Diffsvol(M) ⊂Diff
s(M) is a smooth Hilbert submanifold.
Proof. Define
[vol]s−1 B vol+ dH s(Λn−1M) ⊂H s−1(ΛnM).
This is a closed affine subspace of H s−1(ΛnM) because of the Hodge decomposition









hence α is exact. This implies [η∗vol]s−1 = [vol]s−1, or equivalently η∗vol ∈ [vol]s−1.
We want to use the implicit function theorem for Hilbert manifolds, so we define the
smooth map
ψ : Diffs(M)→H s−1(ΛnM), η 7→ η∗vol
with tangent map
Tηψ : TηDiff
s(M)→H s−1(ΛnM), V 7→ η∗(LV ◦η−1vol).
At the identity, we get for any vector field X ∈ TidDiffs(M)
Tidψ(X) = id
∗(LX◦id−1vol)
= LXvol = dιXvol.
We first want to show that Tidψ is surjective. To that end, let dα ∈ dH s(Λn−1M) =
Tvol[vol]
s−1. Since vol is non-degenerate, there is an isomorphism
H s(TM)→H s(Λn−1M), X 7→ ιXvol.
Hence, there is X ∈H s(Λn−1M) such that ιXvol = α and
Tidψ(X) = dιXvol = dα.
For any other diffeomorphism η ∈Diffs(M), both η∗ and the right translation by η are




Diffs(M) is a closed submanifold.
Theorem 2.9 ([EM70], Theorem 3.1). Let M be a compact n-dimensional manifold with-
out boundary, s >
n
2
+ 2 and Diffs(M) the group of H s diffeomorphisms.
(a) If V is an H s vector field on M, its flow ηt is a one parameter subgroup of Diff
s(M).
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(b) The curve t 7→ ηt is of class C1.
(c) The map E : TeDiff
s(M)→Diffs(M), V 7→ η1 is continuous (but not C1).
Theorem 2.10 ([EM70], Theorem 6.3). For s >
n
2
+ 2, the two groups DiffsN (M) and
DiffsN ,p(M) as well as Diff
s(M) and Diffsp(M) of the previous theorem admit exponential
maps. That is in (a), if V is an H s vector field on M which is tangent to N (resp. 0 on N )
the flow of V is a one parameter subgroup of DiffsN (M) (resp. Diff
s
N ,p(M)). In (b), if V is
an H s vector field on M parallel to ∂M (resp. 0 on ∂M), the flow of V is a one parameter
subgroup of Diffs(M) (resp. Diffsp(M)). A similar result holds for time dependent vector
fields.
Definition. A weak pseudo-Riemannian metric on some manifold M is a symmetric
(0,2)-tensor field g such that at any point x ∈ M, gx(vx,wx) = 0 for all wx ∈ TxM
implies that vx = 0. A weak Riemannian structure or weak Riemannian metric is a weak
pseudo-Riemannian metric that is also positive definite.
Note that the non-degeneracy condition given in the definition of a weak Rie-
mannian structure only implies that the linear map TxM → T ∗xM, vx 7→ gx(vx, ·) is
injective but not necessarily an isomorphism.
Now let τ : TM→M denote the canoncial projection of the tangent bundle of M
onto M. Note that for η ∈Diffs(M) and s > n
2
+ 1, we have
TηDiff
s(M) = {V ∈H s(M,TM) | τ ◦V = η}.
At the identity, we will also use the notation
Xs(M)B TidDiff
s(M),




〈V (x),W (x)〉x vol. (2.3)
There are two natural extensions to weak Riemannian structures on Diffs(M), which
coincide for η ∈ Diffsvol(M): First, we can extend Eq. (2.3) to a right-invariant weak




〈V (x),W (x)〉η(x) η∗vol. (2.4)




〈V (x),W (x)〉η(x) vol. (2.5)
The first part of Theorem 2.11 shows that this also defines a weak Riemannian struc-
ture on Diffs(M), although it is only right-invariant under the action of Diffsvol(M)
and not the full diffeomorphism group.
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Note that for η ∈ Diffsvol(M) and V ,W ∈ TηDiff
s(M), η satisfies η∗vol = vol and
hence, the two options (2.4) and (2.5) coincide on Diffsvol(M).
Theorem 2.11 ([EM70], Theorem 9.1). Let M be compact without boundary with a Rie-
mannian metric 〈·, ·〉 given. We define a bilinear form on TηDiffs(M) by
(V ,W ) =
∫
M
〈V (x),W (x)〉η(x) vol(x). (2.5 rev.)
Then:
(a) (·, ·) defines a weak Riemannian structure on Diffs(M),
(b) (·, ·) has associated a unique torsion free affine connection ∇̄; that is, for smooth vector
fields X, Y , Z on Diffs(M), we have
i) X(Y ,Z) = (∇̄XY ,Z) + (Y , ∇̄XZ) and
ii) ∇̄XY − ∇̄YX = [X,Y ].
(c) Let exp : TM→M be the exponential map corresponding to the connection ∇ on M.
Then E : TDiffs(M)→ Diffs(M) defined by E(V ) = exp◦V is the exponential map
of ∇̄; E is defined only on a neighbourhood of the zero section of TDiffs(M), and is a
C∞ mapping onto a neighbourhood of id ∈Diffs(M).
2.3 Derivation of the Euler equation
Let η(t) : [0,T ] → Diffsvol(M) be a path in Diff
s
vol(M) with tangent vector η̇(t) ∈
Tη(t)Diff
s
vol(M). We define a time-dependent, divergence-free vector field





∣∣∣ divvolu = 0}
via



















〈η̇(t)(x), η̇(t)(x)〉η(t)(x) vol dt.
The path η(t) is a geodesic in Diffs(M) iff it is an extremal point of the variation
of the energy. We consider a variation η(t,τ) of η(t,0) = η(t) with fixed end points
η(0,τ) = η(0) and η(T ,τ) = η(T ), i. e. a variation in the direction
σ (t) = ∂τη(t,τ)|τ=0 ∈ Tη(t)Diffsvol(M).
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Again, we define a corresponding time-dependent, divergence-free vector fieldw(t) ∈
Xsdiv(M) via
σ (t) = w(t) ◦ η(t).


















∂τ〈η̇(t,τ)(η−1(t,τ)(x)), η̇(t,τ)(η−1(t,τ)(x))〉x vol dt |τ=0






〈∂τ η̇(t,τ)(η−1(t,τ)(x)), η̇(t,τ)(η−1(t,τ)(x))〉x vol dt |τ=0 (2.6)
To improve readability, we will supress the dependence on t, τ and x for the next few


































































〈[w(t),v(t)], v(t)〉 vol dt






















〈w(t), −v̇(t)〉 vol dt
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since w(0) = 0 = w(T ). For the second integral, the compatibility of the metric and
the covariant derivative implies [w,v] = ∇wv −∇vw. Hence, we have














w〈v,v〉 − v〈w,v〉+ 〈w,∇vv〉

































ιv(〈v,w〉vol)︸          ︷︷          ︸
=〈v,w〉ιvvol=0 on ∂M
= 0. (2.7)



























grad〈v,v〉〉 vol dt (2.8)
for any w ∈ Xsdiv(M).
Remark. If we used the right-invariant metric as in Eq. (2.4) instead of Eq. (2.5) to
define the energy E on the full diffeomorphism group, there would also be a contri-









grad〈v,v〉+ vdivv〉 vol dt.
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Restricting this to divergence-free vector fields, i. e. to the volume-preserving diffeo-
morphisms Diffsvol(M), also yields Eq. (2.8).







It has a Sobolev equivalent given by





which carries over to vector fields via the given metric on M and we get
Xs(M) = ∇H s+1(M,R)⊕
{
w ∈ Xs(M)
∣∣∣ divw = 0}︸                         ︷︷                         ︸
=Xsdiv(M)
.
This implies that grad〈v,v〉 = ∇〈v,v〉 is always perpendicular to the space of diver-
gence-free vector fields and hence,
0 = 〈w, 1
2
grad〈v,v〉〉













〈w, v̇+∇vv〉 vol dt. (2.9)
Finally, for v̇ +∇vv to be perpendicular to the space of divergence-free vector fields,
it has to be an element of ∇H s+1(M,R), i. e. there is a so-called pressure function p
(unique up to constants) such that
v̇+∇vv = −∇p,
which is the well-known Euler equation for incompressible fluids.
2.4 Strategy to prove local existence of solutions
Ebin and Marsden [EM70] have a series of arguments showing that geodesics exist at
least locally on certain Hilbert manifolds of Sobolev diffeomorphisms.
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Let Pη : TηDiff
s(M)→ TηDiffsvol(M) denote the orthogonal projection induced by
(·, ·), which form an (a priori not neccessarily smooth) bundle map
P : TDiffs(M)|Diffsvol(M)→ TDiff
s
vol(M).
Since the metric is right-invariant on the tangent spaces of Diffsvol(M), this projection
is given by
Pη = TRη ◦ Pid ◦ TRη−1 , (2.10)
where Rη denotes the right-translation by η, so it is completely determined by the
projection at the identity Pid. Unfortunately, the right-translation is not smooth in the
base point. Hence, in general, not any bundle map of the form (2.10) will be smooth
in the base point. Whether P is a smooth bundle map depends on the specific form of
Pid.
Theorem 2.12 ([EM70], Theorem 9.6). Let M be compact without boundary. Then (·, ·)
defined on Diffsvol(M) is a Diff
s
vol(M) right invariant weak Riemannian metric. It induces
a smooth affine connection P ◦ ∇ and an exponential map Ẽ on Diffsvol(M) defined on a
neighbourhood of the zero section of TDiffsvol(M). Both ∇̃ and Ẽ are invariant under right
multiplication by Diffsvol(M), and Ẽ|TidDiffsvol(M) covers a neighbourhood of the identity id ∈
Diffsvol(M).
Since we want to use similar theorems to extend the diffeomorphism groups of
manifolds on which solutions to the Euler equation exist, we will recall the main ideas
needed for the proof.
Proposition 2.13. Let X be a Riemannian manifold with connection ∇, Y ⊂ X a smooth
submanifold and P : TX |Y → T Y the orthogonal projection on each fibre over Y . Then
∇̃= P ◦∇ is the Riemannian connection on Y , i. e. ∇̃ satisfies the conditions (i) and (ii) in
Theorem 2.11(b). If P is a smooth bundle map, then ∇̃= P ◦∇ will be a smooth connection
on Y which is compatible with the Riemannian structure.
Proof of Thm. 2.12. We apply the previous proposition to the manifoldsX = Diffs(M),





as above. In particular, we can show that P is smooth as in [EM70, §14], so ∇̃= P ◦∇ is
the (smooth) Riemannian connection on Diffsvol(M). Hence, the exponential map on
Diffs(M) induces an exponential map on Diffsvol(M).





is smooth in η.
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A similar result holds for manifolds with boundary. If M is a compact manifold
with boundary ∂M such that ∂M is totally geodesic in M, the exponential map exp
will also be defined on TM and we can extend the previous theorems to also cover
those manifolds.
If ∂M is not totally geodesic in M, i. e. we do not necessarily have an exponential
map on TM, we have to adapt the projection. We will fix this by considering the
smooth manifold H s(M,M̃) instead, where
M̃ BM × {0,1}
/
(x,0) ∼ (x,1) for x ∈ ∂M




X ∈H s(M,T M̃)
∣∣∣ τ ◦X = η}





for X,Y ∈ TηDiffsvol(M) defines a weak Riemannian metric, where 〈,〉 denotes the
metric on M̃ induced by the metric onM, andH s(M,M̃) inherits an affine connection
∇̄ and exponential map E(X) = exp◦X, where exp : T M̃→ M̃ is the exponential map
of M̃.
Using this notation, we can extend Theorem 2.12 to manifolds with boundaries.
Theorem 2.14 ([EM70], Theorem 10.2). Let M be a compact manifold with smooth
boundary ∂M. Then (·, ·) is a right invariant Riemannian metric on Diffsvol(M) and in-
duces a smooth affine connection ∇̃ = P ◦ ∇̄ and smooth exponential map Ẽ defined on
a neighbourhood of the zero section of TDiffsvol(M). Both ∇̃ and Ẽ are invariant under
right multiplication by Diffsvol(M) and Ẽ|TidDiffsvol(M) covers a neighbourhood of the iden-
tity id ∈Diffsvol(M).
Following [EM70, §§11, 14 and 15], we will now describe how Theorems 2.12
and 2.14 are sufficient to get solutions to the Euler equation. To that end, we first
introduce (geodesic) sprays following [Lan02, Chapter VII, §7].
Definition. (a) A second-order vector field over M is a a vector field F on the tan-
gent space TM, i. e. F : TM → T 2M, such that τ∗ ◦ F = idTM for the canonical
projection τ : TM→M and its differential τ∗ : T 2M→ TM.
(b) Let I ⊂ R be an interval. A curve γ : I → M is a geodesic with respect to F if
its derivative γ ′ : I → TM is an integral curve of F. This is equivalent to the
condition γ ′′ = F(γ ′), which is called second-order differential equation for γ de-
termined by F.
Conversely, if β is an integral curve of F in TM, then τ(β) is a geodesic with
respect to F.
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Now let s be a real number. Let sTM : TM→ TM and sT 2M : T 2M→ T 2M denote
the multiplication by s on TM and T 2M, resp., and we also get the differential (sTM)∗ :
T 2M→ T 2M.
Definition. The second-order vector field F is a spray if it satisfies the homogeneous
quadratic condition
F(sTMv) = (sTM)∗sT 2MF(v).
The geodesic (or canonical) spray is a special kind of spray associated to geodesics
on the Riemannian manifold M.
Definition. Let v ∈ TM with x B τ(v) ∈M. By γv(t), we denote the geodesic on M
with initial data γ(0) = x and γ̇v(0) = v. Then γ̇v(t) defines a curve in TM which
projects onto γv . We define Z(v) to be the tangent vector to this curve at t = 0. This
defines the geodesic spray Z : TM→ T 2M.
In particular, geodesics on M are geodesics with respect to the geodesic spray Z,
as defined above. We can now use the geodesic spray associated to the metric on M to
compute the geodesic spray associated to the metric (., .) on Diffsvol(M).
Theorem 2.15 ([EM70], Theorem 11.1). LetM be compact (possibly with boundary) and
let Z : TM→ T 2M be the geodesic spray associated to the metric on M. Let
P : H s(M,TM)|Diffsvol(M)→ TDiff
s
vol(M)
be the orthogonal projection as before. Then the spray associated to the metric (., .) on
Diffsvol(M) is given by
S : TDiffsvol(M)→ T
2Diffsvol(M)
X 7→ T P (Z ◦X)
and S is a smooth map.
In particular, S is a smooth vector field on TDiffsvol(M) and defines a second
order equation, so it has a unique smooth local flow.
The geodesic spray S is explicitly computed in §14 of [EM70]:
Theorem 2.16 ([EM70], Theorem 14.2). Let X ∈ TηDiffsvol(M). Then






where (w)l0 denotes the canonical vertical lift of w ∈ TxM to T
2







= 0 for the canonical projection τ : TM→M and T τ : T 2M→ TM.
Theorem 2.17 ([EM70], Theorem 14.4). Let τ̃ : TDiffsvol(M) → Diff
s
vol(M) denote the
canonical projection. If vt is an integral curve of S in TDiff
s
vol(M), define ηt B τ̃(vt) and
v̂t = vt ◦ η−1t
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then v̂t is an integral curve of the vector field on TidDiff
s
vol(M) given by
Y (u) = −Pid(∇uu).
Conversely, if ut is an integral curve of Y (u) in H
s with flow ηt, then ut ◦ ηt is an integral
curve of S in TDiffsvol(M).
Since integral curves of S are geodesics in Diffsvol(M), this is sufficient to get
solutions to the Euler equation.




(i) (Existence and uniqueness) If u0 is an H
s vector field, divu0 = 0 and u0 parallel to
∂M, there is a unique solution ut defined for −δ < t < δ for some δ > 0. The solution
ut is an H
s-vector field and is C1 as a function of (t,x) for −δ < t < δ and x ∈M. It’s
flow ηt is a volume-preserving H
s-diffeomorphism.
(ii) (Continuous dependence on initial conditions) For each u0, the δ > 0 in (i) is uniform
in a whole H s neighbourhood of u0 and the map u0 7→ ut is continuous for each t,
−δ < t < δ. Each ut is a continuous curve in H s and, in particular, lim
t→0
ut = u0 in the
H s topology.
(iii) (Regularity of solutions) If u0 is smooth, so is ut on int(M) and ut is smooth as a
function of (t,x) as long as ut is defined in H
s. The map u0 7→ ut is smooth in the
C∞ topology.
(v) (Extendability for all t) Let (a,b) be the maximal open interval on which a solution
ut is defined. Then a = −∞ and b = ∞ if and only if for any finite subinterval
(a1,b1) ⊂ (a,b), sup
a1<t<b1
||ut ||H s < ∞. If solutions are extendible for all t for some s,
they are for all s as well, if ∂M = ∅.
If we now want to show the existence of solutions to the Euler equation for sub-
manifolds D of Diffsvol(M) (for M with or without smooth boundary), we only need
to check that the bundle projection P : TDiffsvol(M)|D → TD induced by orthogonal
projection in each tangent space is a smooth bundle map, i. e. is smooth in the base
point.
We will use this method to show the local existence of solutions to the Euler
equation for other diffeormorphism groups: First, we show that the diffeomorphism
group is a smooth subgroup of some group where we already have an exponential
map (e. g. Diffsvol(M) for M with or without smooth boundary). This will be done
by either the implicit function theorem (see Proposition 2.19 below) or the image of
a known smooth Hilbert submanifold under some embedding (see Proposition 2.20
below).
Proposition 2.19 (Implicit Function Theorem for Hilbert manifolds). Let A, B be
Hilbert manifolds and f : A→ B smooth. Let further b ∈ B be a regular value, i. e. for any
a ∈ f −1(b), the differential Taf : TaA→ TbB is surjective. Then f −1(b) ⊂ A is a smooth
Hilbert submanifold.
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Remark. The implicit function theorem for Banach spaces also requires the kernel
kerTaf to be complemented. Since any closed subspace of a Hilbert space has an
orthogonal complement, this condition is not necessary for Hilbert (sub-)manifolds.
Proposition 2.20 ([Upm85], Prop. 8.7). Let A, B be Hilbert manifolds and f : A → B
a smooth embedding, i. e. f is a homeomorphism onto its image im(f ) such that Taf is
injective for any a ∈ A. Then im(f ) ⊂ B is a smooth submanifold and f : A→ im(f ) is a
diffeomorphism.
In the second step, we show that the orthogonal projection of the tangent bundles
is smooth in the base point and finally apply an adapted version of Theorem 2.12
resp. 2.14.
To extend those local solutions to global ones, it remains to show that the local
solutions and its derivatives are bounded in time. To that end, one can follow and ex-
tend the computation on page 15 to find an explicit equation and use that to estimate
the vector field and its derivatives.
2.5 Previous results
As mentionend in the introduction, there already exist results regarding local and
sometimes even global existence of solutions to the Euler equation, i. e. of geodesics
in the (structure-preserving) diffeomorphism group.
A few years after the results on the volume-preserving diffeomorphisms of gen-
eral compact manifolds, Ebin [Ebi84] also explictly showed the long-time existence
of solutions to the Euler equation for two-dimensional manifolds, which we review
in Section 2.5.1. More recently, in 2012, Ebin has used similar methods to also show
long-time existence of geodesics on the symplectomorphism group in [Ebi12], see also
Section 2.5.2. A year later, Ebin and Preston published a preprint [EP13] for quanto-
morphisms/strict contactomorphisms for contact manifolds that are also principal
S1-bundles such that the Reeb vector field generates the S1-action. Their preprint
uses very similar methods to this thesis, which are described in Section 2.5.3 They
also proved the local existence of geodesics on the contactomorphism group of con-
tact manifolds in [EP15]. Since the contactomorphisms are not a smooth submanifold
of the H s-diffeomorphisms, they used the so-called padded contactomorphisms in-
stead. Unfortunately, it has not yet been proven whether the geodesic equation is a
smooth ODE for the padded contactomorphism group, so they cannot rely on the re-
sults in [EM70]. Therefore, this paper is mathematically very different from the rest
and we will only present a very brief summary in Section 2.5.4.
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2.5.1 Volume-preserving diffeomorphisms of two-dimensional manifolds
Let M be a two-dimensional manifold, possibly with smooth boundary and unit out-
ward normal vector ν. We further have a Riemannian metric with Riemannian volume
form vol. As before, the Euler equation is
v̇+∇vv = −∇p
divvol v = 0
for a pressure function p (unique up to constants), and boundary condition 〈ν,v〉= 0.
Let v[ denote the one-form associated to the vector field v via the metric, i. e. v[ = 〈v, ·〉.
Then the Euler equation is equivalent to
v̇[+∇vv[ = −dp,

























∣∣∣ divvol v = 0 and 〈ν,v〉= 0}
given by
v 7→ v −∇f ,
where f is a solution to the Neumann problem
∆f = divv, 〈∇f ,ν〉= 〈v,ν〉.




∣∣∣ δα = 0 and α(ν) = 0} H⊕ δd∆−1(H⊥),
α = v[ 7→ (P v)[ = 〈P v, ·〉.
which maps into the first two summands of the Hodge decomposition
Ck+α(Λ1) =H⊕ δd∆−1(H⊥)⊕dδ∆−1(H⊥),
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where H denotes the Hodge forms. Applying this projection to the form η(t)∗v[(t)









































since divv(0) = 0 implies that δv[(0) = 0. Hence, we can define ft ∈ C2+α(M) such
that

























︸               ︷︷               ︸
=0
.
Since η is the flow of v, this implies

























◦ η(t)︸                      ︷︷                      ︸
CF̃2(η)
⇒ η̇ = F1(η) + F2(η). (2.12)
In particular, solving the Euler equation with initial condition v(0) = v0 is equivalent
to solving Eq. (2.12) with initial condition η(0) = id and parameter v0.
Theorem 2.21 ([Ebi84], Prop. 4.1 and Local Theorem 4.9). The projections F1 and F2
are smooth in η. Hence, the Euler equation has at least local solutions.
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The proof uses the explicitly-known integral kernel of ∆−1 and, for F2, also relies











i. e. since the exterior derivative commutes with the pull back, we can shift one deriva-
tive from η−1 to the initial condition v[0.
To show global existence of solutions, one has to estimate both F1(η) and F2(η).
As with the proof of the previous theorem, computing the norm of F1(η) is fairly
straightforward whereas the norm of F2(η) is more work but not necessarily more
difficult when using Eq. (2.13).
2.5.2 Symplectomorphisms
Let (M2n,ω) be a compact, oriented symplectic manifold with Riemannian metric
such that the Riemannian volume form is vol = ωn. Ebin [Ebi12] also needs the metric
g and the symplectic form ω to be compatible, i. e. that there exists an almost complex
structure J that satisfies ω(v,w) = g(Jv,w) and J2 = −id. Let further
Diffsω(M) = {η ∈Diffs(M) | η∗ω = ω}.
Recall the Hodge decomposition

















Hence, the variation of energy yields
∂tv+∇vv ⊥ TidDiffsω(M),
i. e. ∂tv+∇vv = ω](δdα) ∈ω](δdH s+2(T ∗M))
for some α ∈H s+2(T ∗M). Let ∆= dδ+ δd denote the isomorphism of the orthogonal
complement of H in H s+1(T ∗M) to the orthogonal complement of H in H s−1(T ∗M),
then we can rewrite this equation as
∂tv+∇vv = ω]δ∆−1[dω[,∇v ]v,
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where, notably, the right-hand side
F(v)Bω]δ∆−1[dω[,∇v ]v
is a smooth operator of order 0 for v.
Let us view geodesics on H s(M,M) and, in turn, Diffs(M) as integral curves of a
vector field on TH s(M,M) H s(M,TM). As before, a vector field on TH s(M,M) is a
smooth map
Z : TH s(M,M)→ T TH s(M,M) H s(M,T TM)
such that T ◦Z = idTH s(M,M) for the canonical bundle projection
T : T TH s(M,M)→ TH s(M,M).
If we let τ1 : T TM → TM be the canonical bundle projection and view T as a map
T : H s(M,T TM)→ H s(M,TM), then T (v) = τ1 ◦ v. We further let Z : TM → T TM
be the spray of the metric onM, i. e. Z is the vector field on TM whose integral curves
are γ̇(t) for γ a geodesic on M. In local coordinates x = (x1, . . . ,x2n) on M, we get
Christoffel symbols Γij and for v =
∑
i
vi∂i , we define Γ (v,v) = Γijv





and Z(v) = Z ◦ v has integral curves η̇(t), where for
each x ∈M, the curve γ̇(t) B η̇(t)(x) is the lift of a geodesic. As a consequence, Z is
the spray for the L2-metric on H s(M,M).
Theorem 2.22 (Theorem 5.2 in [Ebi12]). Since the geodesic spray
Z̃(η,v ◦ η) = (v ◦ η,−Γijvivj ◦ η+ (∂tv+∇vv) ◦ η)
=
(
v ◦ η,−Γijvivj ◦ η+ω]δ∆−1[dω[,∇v ]v ◦ η
)
is a smooth vector field on TDiffsω(M), local geodesics exist on Diff
s
ω(M).
Estimating ||η̇||H s yields that it remains bounded for all times, hence geodesics
exist for all times.
Khesin [Khe12] extends those result to symplectic manifolds with Riemannian
metrics that are not necessarily compatible.
2.5.3 Quantomorphisms/strict contactomorphisms
Let (M2n+1,λ) be a contact manifold with Riemmanian metric such that the Rieman-
nian volume form vol is a constant multiple of λ∧ (dλ)n. We further assume that the
Reeb vector field R is also Killing and regular with all orbits of the same length 1,
hence M is a principal S1-bundle with S1-action induced by R. We define the strict
contactomorphisms or quantomorphisms as
Diffsλ(M)B {η ∈Diff
s(M) | η∗λ= λ}.
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Theorem 2.24 ([EP13], Theorem 3.1). DiffsR,vol(M) is a totally geodesic submanifold of
Diffsvol(M).
Theorem 2.25 ([EP13], Theorem 3.4). The orthogonal projection
P : TDiffsR,vol(M)|Diffsλ(M)→ TDiff
s
λ(M)
is a smooth bundle map.
Corollary 2.26 ([EP13], Theorem 4.1). The geodesic equation is a smooth ODE on the
diffeomorphism group Diffsλ(M) and hence, there is a smooth exponential map expid : Ω→
Diffsλ(M) for some neighbourhood 0 ∈Ω ⊂ TidDiff
s
λ(M) such that expid(v) is the geodesic
η(1), where η(0) = id and η′(0) = v.









the covariant derivative. Using that Diffsλ(M) ⊂Diff
s
R,vol(M) is a smooth submanifold,






= 0. Since P is smooth,
this ODE is smooth on Diffsλ(M) and, hence, we have local solutions, i. e. an exponen-
tial map.
By finding an explicit representation of the tangent spaces TηDiff
s
λ(M), they use
the fact that v̇t + ∇vtvt has to be perpendicular to TidDiff
s
λ(M) to explictly compute
this ODE. Using this description, they can show that solutions stay bounded for all
times and, hence, solutions exist for all times, see Section 4 in [EP13].
Those theorems can also be found in Section 4.1 of [EP15] with proofs relying on
the corresponding results for contactomorphisms.
2.5.4 Contactomorphisms
Let M2n+1 be an oriented manifold with contact structure ξ and some contact form
λ. The proofs in [EP15] use an associated Riemannian metric (i. e. for any u, v ∈ TM,
we have λ(u) = 〈u,R〉 and there is a (1,1)-tensor φ such that φ2(u) = −u + λ(u)R
and dλ(u,v) = 〈u,φv〉) but the authors claim that the results are also true for any




∣∣∣ η∗λ= eΛλ for some function Λ ∈H s(M,R)},
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which is not just a subgroup but also a smooth submanifold of D̃iff
s
(M)BDiffs(M)n
H s(M). Unfortunately, since not much is known about geodesics on the padded diffeo-
morphisms, they cannot rely on the results in [EM70] to deduce the existence of local
geodesics but have to work with explicit descriptions of the tangent space TidD̃iff
s
ξ(M)
and compute the Euler-Arnold equation for geodesics. They then show that one can
rewrite the geodesic equation as a first-order ODE on D̃iff
s
ξ(M) and show in Theorem
3.1 that the expression one gets for the derivative
d
dt
(η,Λ) is smooth in (η,Λ).
Theorem 2.27 (Corollary 3.2 in [EP15]). There is a smooth, locally invertible Riemannian
exponential map which takes sufficiently small tangent vectors in TidD̃iff
s








This gives local solutions to the Euler equation.
3
D I F F E O M O R P H I S M S O F M A N I F O L D S W I T H A S TA B L E
H A M I LT O N I A N S T R U C T U R E
3.1 Manifolds with a stable Hamiltonian structure
Definition. A Hamiltonian structure on an oriented (2n+ 1)-dimensional manifold
M is a closed two-form ω of maximal rank, i. e. such that ωn vanishes nowhere. As-
sociated to ω is its one-dimensional kernel distribution (foliation) kerω. A stabilizing
one-form for ω is a one-form λ such that λ∧ωn is a volume form and kerω ⊂ kerdλ.
A Hamiltonian structureω is called stabilizable if it admits a stabilizing one-form
λ, and the pair (ω,λ) is called a stable Hamiltonian structure (SHS) on M.
Examples. (a) For a contact manifold (M,λ), the pair (ωB dλ,λ) is an SHS on M
and finding geodesics on Diffsω,λ(M) = Diff
s
λ(M) is equivalent to the quanto-
morphism case.
(b) Let (B,σ ) be a symplectic manifold with a Riemannian metric. Define a trivial
bundle π : S1 ×B→ B with S1-coordinate θ. Then (ωB π∗σ ,λB dθ) is an SHS
on S1 ×B with Reeb vector field R = ∂θ. Define a Riemannian metric on S1 ×B
by |R|= 1, R⊥ T B and the given metric on T B. Finding geodesics on Diffsσ (B) is
equivalent to the existence of solutions on Diffsπ∗σ ,dθ(S
1 ×B).
Additionally, we need a compatible Riemannian metric g on M, i. e. we assume
that the volume form induced by g is a constant multiple of the volume form λ∧ωn.
Definition. Similarly to contact manifolds, we can define a Reeb vector field R by
ιRω = 0 and λ(R) = 1.
Because λ∧ω is nowhere 0, the kernel of ω is one-dimensional and kerω ∩ kerλ =
{0}. The condition λ(R) = 1 then normalizes R. Hence, the Reeb vector field is well
defined.
Lemma 3.1. There is an isomorphism of C∞(M)-modules
ω[ : kerλ→ ann(R) =
{
α ∈Ω1(M)
∣∣∣ α(R) = 0}
u 7→ ιuω.
Its inverse is denoted by ω] : ann(R)→ kerλ.
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Proof. This homomorphism is injective: Let u ∈ kerλ be a vector field in the kernel of
this map, i. e. ιuλ = 0 and ιuω = 0. The second condition implies that we can write
u = f R for some function f ∈ C∞(M). Since, furthermore, u ∈ kerλ, we know
0 = λ(u) = λ(f R) = f λ(R) = f ,
hence u = f R= 0 ·R= 0.
The map is surjective: Let α ∈ ann(R), i. e. α(R) = 0. Since λ∧ωn is a volume form,
ω is non-degenerate on any complement of kerω in Γ (TM). Therefore, we can find a
vector field v ∈ X(M) such that ιvω = α. Define u B v −λ(v)R. Then, ιuω = ιvω = α
and
λ(u) = λ(v −λ(v)R) = λ(v)−λ(v)λ(R) = 0,
hence u ∈ kerλ and u is a preimage of α ∈ ann(R).
Remark. If dimM = 3, then kerω ⊂ kerdλ implies that we can find a unique function
h ∈ C∞(M) such that dλ= hω.
This thesis deals with manifoldsM with stable Hamiltonian structure (ω,λ) that
are also equipped with a Riemannian metric g such that
• the Reeb vector field is regular, i. e. all orbits are periodic and of constant period
(w. l. o. g. of period 1),
• the Reeb vector field R for (ω,λ) is also a Killing field for g, i. e. LRg = 0, and
• the Riemannian volume form vol induced by g is a constant multiple of the
volume form λ∧ωn (w. l. o. g. vol = λ∧ωn).
Since all orbits of the vector field R are periodic of period 1, we get an S1-action
that induces a principal bundle S1 −→M π−→ B for some 2n-dimensional base mani-
fold B.
3.2 Diffeomorphisms preserving the stable Hamiltonian structure
As defined on page 5, C1Diff(M) denotes the group of C1-diffeomorphisms ofM, and
Diffs(M) denotes the identity component ofH s(M,M)∩C1Diff(M) for s > dimM
2
+1.





∣∣∣ η∗λ= λ, η∗ω = ω} ⊂Diffs(M).
In the previous examples, the groups of volume-preserving diffeomorphisms, sym-
plectomorphisms and quantomorphisms all are smooth submanifolds of Diffs(M).
Unfortunately, this might generally not be true for the diffeomorphism groups pre-
serving the stable Hamiltonian structure as will be discussed in Section 4.11. We will
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devote a significant portion of this thesis to examples where we can explicitly show
that Diffsω,λ(M) is not just a subgroup of some known Hilbert manifold like Diff
s(M),
but also a smooth submanifold.
Instead of the very restrictive group Diffsω,λ(M), one might also consider only
preserving the Hamiltonian structureω. Any such diffeomorphism will automatically
preserve the kernel of ω, i. e. the subspace generated by the Reeb vector field R. Since
we might not be able to control R with those diffeomorphisms and in turn cannot be
sure about the long-time existence of solutions to the Euler equation, one might want
to also preserve R itself. We will discuss those diffeomorphism groups in Chapter 5.
3.3 Principal circle bundles
Let S1 → M π→ B be a circle bundle with SHS (ω,λ) on M and Reeb vector field R.
We also assume that the flow of the Reeb vector field generates the S1-action on M.
Following Geiges [Gei08, Def. 7.2.3ff], the stabilizing one-form λ is also a connection-
1-form for our S1-bundle, since it is invariant, i. e. LRλ = dιRλ+ ιRdλ = 0, and nor-
malized by λ(R) = 1.
Remark. The usual definition of a connection form is a one-form with values in the
Lie algebra iR of S1 = U (1). This corresponds to our definition by identifying iR with
R and, hence, viewing connection forms as regular, real-valued differential forms on
M.
Definition. Let S1 −→ M π−→ B be a fibre bundle. The kernel of π∗ : TM → T B is
called the vertical bundle T vM B kerπ∗. At each point x ∈ M, we can choose a (not
necessarily unique) horizontal space, i. e. a complement T hxM of T
v




xM ⊕ T vxM.
A form α on M is called horizontal if v ∈ T vM implies that ιvα = 0.
Note that the definition of a horizontal form is independent of the choice of




→ Tπ(x)B. With our assumptions (see page 28), the kernel of π∗ is gen-
erated by the Reeb vector field R. Hence, R generates the vertical tangent space T vM.
Definition. A connection in M is a smooth distribution T hM =
∐
x∈M
T hxM of S
1-equi-




for the flow φθ of R for θ ∈ S1.
The choice of a connection is equivalent to choosing a connection form, for details
see [KN96, Prop. II.1.1]. In particular, we have the following lemma:
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Lemma 3.2. Any connection form λ induces an S1-equivariant connection by T hM B
kerλ.
Proof. To prove that kerλ is a connection, we need to show that any u ∈ TM can
be uniquely written as the sum of two elements in T hM and T vM. To that end, let
u ∈ TM and we need to find its components in T hM and T vM. Define f B λ(u).
Then f R ∈ T vM and v B u − f R satisfies u = f R+ v and
λ(u − f R) = λ(u)− f λ(R) = f − f = 0,
i. e. v ∈ kerλ. Now assume that also u = f ′R+ v′ for some smooth function f ′ and
v′ ∈ kerλ. Then
f = λ(u) = λ(f ′R+ v′) = f ′λ(R) = f ′
and hence also
v′ = u − f ′R= u − f R= v.
Remark. For manifolds with SHS (ω,λ) we can also use Lemma 3.1 to show that kerλ
is a connection: Let u ∈ TM and define α B ιuω. Since ιRα = ιRιuω = 0, α is an
element of ann(R) and we can apply Lemma 3.1 to get a vector field v ∈ kerλ such
that α = ιvω. Also, ιu−vω = ιuω − ιvω = α − α = 0. Hence, u − v ∈ kerω and there is
some function f ∈ C∞(M) such that u − v = f R ∈ T vM.
Lemma 3.3 ([KN96], Prop. II.1.2). Given a connection in M and a vector field v on B,
there is a unique horizontal lift v∗ of v on M. The lift v∗ is invariant by the induced S1-
action on TM.
Corollary 3.4. If a differential form α onM is invariant (LRα = 0) and horizontal (ιRα =
0), then α descends to a form on B, i. e. there is a form ᾱ on B such that α = π∗ᾱ.
Corollary 3.5. Let λ, λ̃ ∈Ω1(M) be two connection forms for the same circle bundle S1→
M
π→ B. Then there is ρ ∈Ω1(B) such that
λ̃= λ+π∗ρ.
Proof. λ̃−λ is both invariant (LR(λ̃−λ) = 0) and horizontal (ιR(λ̃−λ) = 0).
Since λ is a connection form, we also have that dλ is both invariant (LRdλ =
dLRλ = 0) and horizontal (R ∈ kerω ⊂ kerdλ). Hence, dλ also descends to a two-
form τ on B. We call τ the curvature form of the connection form λ. Since R as the Lie
algebra of S1 is abelian, this again corresponds to the usual definiton of the curvature
form of a principal bundle, which otherwise would also include a commutator term.
Further, since π is a bundle projection, it is also a submersion. Therefore π∗ is
surjective and π∗ is injective. Then the computation
π∗dτ = dπ∗τ = d2λ= 0
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implies that τ is closed.
Note that Corollary 3.5 also implies that the cohomology class [τ ] ∈HdR(B) does
not depend on the choice of the connection form for the bundle M → B. This is a
special case of the Theorem of Chern-Weil: If we identify S1  R/Z, then the first
characteristic class or Euler class of M,
c1(M)B −[τ ] ∈H2(B;Z),
is an invariant of the bundle M → B up to (continuous) isomorphisms. For S1-prin-
cipal bundles, H2(B;Z) actually classifies the principal bundles over B up to (con-
tinuous) isomorphisms, see also [Hat17, Prop. 3.10]. Furthermore, ω is also both
invariant and horizontal, and can therefore be written as the pullback ω = π∗σ of
some σ ∈Ω2(B). Again, dω = 0 implies that dσ = 0. We also have
π∗σn = ωn , 0,
since λ∧ωn is a volume form on M, hence σn , 0 and σ is a symplectic form on B.
Remark. The list of conditions on page 28 do not imply that (M,λ) is a contact man-
ifold. In the contact case, i. e. if ω is such that ω = dλ, we need to have σ , τ on the
base B such that
π∗σ = ω = dλ= π∗τ
on M. Since π∗ is injective, this implies σ = τ on B. Conversely, σ = τ implies dλ =
π∗τ = π∗σ = ω, hence (M,λ) is contact.
3.4 Structure-preserving diffeomorphisms a submanifold?
We already showed in Theorem 2.8 that Diffs(M) is a smooth Hilbert manifold with
smooth submanifold Diffsvol(M) = {η ∈Diff
s(M) | η∗vol = vol} ⊂Diffs(M).
We first expand the results already cited in Theorem 2.23 with all the necessary
conditions so that we can apply them to our situation.
Lemma 3.6 ([EP13], Lemma 2.1). Let N be a C∞ Hilbert manifold with C∞ Hilbert
submanifolds L,M. If L ⊂M, then L is also a C∞ Hilbert submanifold of M.
Theorem 3.7 ([EP13], Theorem 2.2). Let R be a vector field on M with closed orbits all of
the same period. Then
DiffsR(M)B {η ∈Diff
s(M) | η∗R= R} ⊂Diffs(M)
is a smooth Hilbert submanifold.
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Theorem 3.8 ([EP13], Theorem 2.3). Let M be compact, R a smooth vector field with
closed orbits all of the same period, vol a volume form which is invariant under the flow of
R (i. e. divvolR= 0). Then
DiffsR,vol(M)B {η ∈Diff
s(M) | η∗vol = vol, η∗R= R} ⊂DiffsR(M)
is a smooth Hilbert submanifold.
Corollary 3.9 ([EP13], Corollary 2.4). Let M be compact, R a smooth vector field with
closed orbits all of the same period, vol a volume form which is invariant under the flow of




vol(M) is a C
∞ submanifold.
Theorem 3.10 ([EP13], Theorem 3.1). Suppose M is a compact Riemannian manifold
with Killing field Rwith all orbits closed and of the same period. Then in the metric induced
by Eq. (2.5), the submanifold DiffsR,vol(M) is a totally geodesic Riemannian submanifold
of Diffsvol(M).
We want to figure out when the diffeomorphisms Diffsω,λ(M) forM satisfying the
conditions on page 28 is a smooth submanifold of some known Hilbert manifold, e. g.
of DiffsR(M).






Proof. Let η ∈ Diffsω,λ(M). Since we assume that the volume form vol is a constant
multiple of λ∧ωn, any diffeomorphism preserving λ and ω also preserves vol.
Also, since R is uniquely determined by ιRω = 0 and the normalization λ(R) = 1,
we only need to compute
ιη∗Rω = ιR(η
∗ω) ◦ η−1 = ιRω ◦ η−1 = 0,
λ(η∗R) = (η
∗λ)(R) ◦ η−1 = λ(R) ◦ η−1 = 1.
This yields η∗R= R.
Lemma 3.12. Let S1 → M π→ B be a principal circle bundle with vector field R ∈ X(M)
generating the S1-action. Any η ∈DiffsR(M) is a lift of some ν ∈Diff




Proof. Let η ∈DiffsR(M), i e. η∗R= R. This is equivalent to η ◦φθ = φθ ◦η for the flow
φθ of R. As a consequence, for any x,x
′ in π−1({b}), there is φθ such that x′ = φθ(x)
and we have
π(η(x′)) = π(η(φθx)) = π(φθ(η(x))) = π(η(x)).
Hence, we can define a diffeomorphism ν B q(η) ∈Diffs(B) by
ν(b)B π(η(x)) for any x ∈ π−1({b})
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and ν satisfies π ◦ η = ν ◦π, i. e. η is a lift of ν.
Let σ ,τ ∈ Ω2(B) such that π∗σ = ω and π∗τ = dλ as explained in the previous
section.
Lemma 3.13. (a) η∗ω = ω⇔ ν∗σ = σ .
(b) η∗λ= λ⇒ η∗dλ= dλ⇔ ν∗τ = τ .
In particular, if η ∈ Diffsω,λ(M) ⊂ Diff
s
R(M), then ν B q(η) ∈ Diff
s
σ ,τ(B). Conversely, if
ν ∈Diffsσ ,τ(B) and η ∈ q−1(ν) ⊂DiffsR(M), then η ∈Diff
s
ω,dλ(M).
Proof. (a) ν∗σ = σ implies that
η∗ω = η∗π∗σ = (π ◦ η)∗σ = (ν ◦π)∗σ = π∗ν∗σ = π∗σ = ω.
Conversely, if η∗ω = ω, then
π∗ν∗σ = (ν ◦π)∗σ = (π ◦ η)∗σ = η∗π∗σ = η∗ω = ω = π∗σ
and since π∗ is injective, this yields ν∗σ = σ .
(b) ν∗τ = τ implies that
η∗dλ= η∗π∗τ = (π ◦ η)∗τ = (ν ◦π)∗τ = π∗ν∗τ = π∗τ = dλ.
Conversely, if η∗λ= λ, then η∗dλ= dη∗λ= dλ,
π∗ν∗τ = (ν ◦π)∗τ = (π ◦ η)∗τ = η∗π∗τ = η∗dλ= dλ= π∗τ
and since π∗ is injective, this yields ν∗τ = τ .
3.5 Special case: Trivial circle bundles
Let S1 −→ B×S1 π−→ B be the trivial principal S1-bundle over some even-dimensional
manifold Bwith S1-coordinate θ, i. e. the S1-action is generated by the flow of R= ∂θ.
Let (ω,λ) be a stable Hamiltonian structure on B×S1. According to the discussion in
Section 3.3, we know that ω and dλ descend to two-forms σ and τ on B, respectively.
We know (Lemma 3.13) that if η ∈ Diffω,λ(B × S1) is a lift of some ν ∈ Diff(B), i. e.
π ◦η = ν ◦π, then ν also preserves σ and τ , i. e. ν is actually an element of Diffσ ,τ(B).
Conversely, we know that any lift η ∈ Diff(B × S1) of ν ∈ Diffσ ,τ(B) preserves ω and
dλ, i. e. satisfies η∗ω = ω and η∗dλ= dλ.
Since [τ ] ∈ H2(B) is the Euler class of the (trivial) bundle, [τ ] = 0 and hence, τ
is exact. Further, if θ denotes the S1-coordinate, then dθ is a connection form of the
trivial bundle: It satisfies ιRdθ = ι∂θdθ = 1 and is also invariant (LRdθ = dιRdθ =
d1 = 0). Since λ is also a connection form of the trivial bundle, Corollary 3.5 yields a
1-form µ ∈Ω1(B) such that λ= dθ+π∗µ. Then, π∗τ = dλ= d2θ+ dπ∗µ= π∗dµ and
since π∗ is injective, this actually yields τ = dµ, i. e. µ is a primitive of τ .
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Lemma 3.14. The map




(b,θ) 7→ (ν(b), θ+ k(b))
)
is a smooth diffeomorphism with inverse
DiffsR(B× S
1)→Diffs(B)×H s(B,S1)
η = (η1,η2) 7→ (q(η) = η1,η2 −θ)
Hence, Diffs(B)×H s(B,S1) and DiffsR(B× S
1) are diffeomorphic.
Proof. If well defined, the two maps are obviously smooth inverses to each other. We
only need to check that the map DiffSR(B× S
1)→ Diffs(B) ×H s(B,S1) is well defined.
To that end, let η ∈ DiffsR(B), i. e. η = (η
1,η2) for some η1(b,θ) ∈ H s(B × S1,B) and
η2(b,θ) ∈ H s(B × S1,S1). Let b1, . . . ,b2n be local coordinates on B and write η1 =
















= 0 for any i ∈ {1, . . . ,2i} and
∂η2
∂θ
= 1. Equivalently, η1(b,θ) = η1(b)
defines an element in Diffs(B) and η2(b,θ)−θ defines an element in H s(B,S1).
Corollary 3.15. Any element of DiffsR(B× S
1) is the lift of some element in Diffs(B) (see
Lemma 3.12), and if we have a lift η ∈DiffsR(B× S
1) of some ν ∈Diffs(B), then η is of the
form
η(b,θ) = (ν(b), θ+ k(b)).
Now let σ be a symplectic form on B and let ω = π∗σ on M = B × S1. Note that
the symplectomorphisms Diffsσ (B) ⊂Diffs(B) are a smooth submanifold.
Corollary 3.16. If we consider the restrictions
Φ |Diffsσ (B)×H s(B,S1) : Diff
s







then those define diffeomorphisms and, in particular, DiffsR,ω(B× S1) is a smooth subman-
ifold of DiffsR(B× S
1).
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Lemma 3.17. Let η ∈Diffsλ(B×S
1) be the lift of some ν ∈Diffs(B), i. e. η = (ν,η2). Then
η2 is also of the form η2(b,θ) = θ+ k(b) for some k ∈ H s(B,S1) and the map k satisfies
µ− ν∗µ= dk.
Proof. Let b1, . . . ,b2n denote local coordinates on B. We compute
dθ+π∗µ= λ != η∗λ= η∗(dθ+π∗µ)
= dη2 + η∗π∗µ︸︷︷︸












we can write η2(b,θ) = θ+ k(b) for some map k : B→ S1. The equation λ= η∗λ then
becomes
dθ+π∗µ= d(θ+ k(b)) + η∗π∗µ= dθ+ dk+π∗ν∗µ,
i. e. µ− ν∗µ= dk.
Lemma 3.18. Let η ∈Diffsω,λ(B× S
1) ⊂DiffsR(B× S
1). By Lemma 3.14 (or Lemma 3.17),
η is of the form η(b,θ) = (ν(b),θ+ k(b)) for ν B η1 ∈ Diffs(B) and some k ∈ H s(B,S1).
Since η preserves ω und λ, ν preserves σ and τ , i. e. ν ∈ Diffsσ ,τ(B). Then there is exactly
an S1-collection of lifts of ν in Diffsω,λ(B× S
1). More precisely, we have:
(a) Any θ0 ∈ S1 defines an element ν̃ ∈Diffsω,λ(B× S
1) by
η̃(b,θ)B (ν(b),θ+θ0 + k(b)) ∈Diffsω,λ(B× S
1).
(b) Let η̃ ∈Diffsω,λ(B× S
1) be some other lift of ν, i. e. using Lemma 3.14 we can write
η(b,θ) = (ν(b),θ+ k(b)),
η̃(b,θ) = (ν(b),θ+ k̃(b)).
Then k̃(b) = k(b) +θ0 for some constant θ0 ∈ S1.
Proof. (a) The map η̃ is clearly a lift of ν. Since ν preserves both σ and τ , η̃ auto-
matically preserves ω and dλ by Lemma 3.13. We only need to check that η̃ also
preserves λ. To that end, we compute
η̃∗λ= η̃∗(dθ+π∗µ)
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(b) Using Lemma 3.17, we know that
dk = π∗(µ− ν∗µ) = dk̃,
hence k is equal to k̃ up to some additive constant θ0 ∈ S1.
In Lemma 3.23, we will see that Diffsω,λ(B×S
1) really is homeomorphic toDs×S1
for some subspace Ds ⊂Diffsσ ,τ(B). We will first discuss the definition of Ds.
Let now ν ∈ Diffsτ(B). If ν is at least a C2-diffeomorphism so that µ − ν∗µ is still
C1, we can compute
dν∗µ= ν∗dµ= ν∗τ = τ
and hence,
d(µ− ν∗µ) = τ − τ = 0,
i. e. µ− ν∗µ is a closed form. Using Stokes’ Theorem for a null-homologous loop γ in








(τ − τ) = 0. (3.1)
Hence, if ν is C2, then µ− ν∗µ immediately defines a cohomology class in H1dR(B).
In general, we might not be able to take the differential of µ− ν∗µ, but using the
next lemma, we will be able to show that it still defines a cohomology class.
Lemma 3.19. Let γ : S1 → B be a null-homologous loop, i. e. γ = ∂u is the boundary of







Proof. Define f B ν ◦u ∈ C1(D2,B). Then there exists a sequence of smooth functions































Corollary 3.20. µ− ν∗µ defines a cohomology class in H1dR(B).
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Hence, it suffices to prove that µ− ν∗µ defines a homomorphism
〈[µ− ν∗µ], ·〉 ∈HomZ(H1(B),R).
For any representative γ : S1→ B of a homology class [γ ] ∈H1(B), we let




To show that this is well defined, we need to check that∫
γ
(µ− ν∗µ) = 0
for any null-homologous loop γ in B. To that end, let γ be such a loop, i. e. γ = ∂u is






Hence, the same computation as in Eq. (3.1) shows that
∫
γ






∣∣∣ k : B→ S1} Hom(H1(B;Z),R)/Hom(H1(B;Z),Z). (3.2)










Restricting this map to
{
[dk]
∣∣∣ k : B→ S1} ⊂H1dR(B) yields a map
{
[dk]
∣∣∣ k : B→ S1} ∫→Hom(H1(B),Z).





dk̃ for any γ ∈H1(B). Hence,
∫
γ
(dk −dk̃) = 0 for any γ ∈H1(B),
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i. e. dk −dk̃ is an exact 1-form and there is a function l : B→R such that dk −dk̃ = dl.
This implies [dk̃] = [dk̃+ dl] = [dk] and integration is injective.








. By Eq. (3.3),
there is a cohomology class [α] ∈H1dR(B) for some closed α ∈Ω
1(B) such that for any





Fix some base point b0 ∈ B and define




for b ∈ Bi . This definition is independent of the path from b0 to b: Let β1,β2 be two






α mod 1 =
∫
γ
α mod 1 = f (γ) mod 1 = 0,
since f (γ) ∈Z. Finally, [α] = [dk] is a preimage of f in
{
[dk]
∣∣∣ k : B→ S1}.



















and this implies the lemma.
Proposition 3.22. A diffeomorphism ν ∈ Diffsσ ,τ(B) has a lift η ∈ Diffsω,λ(B × S
1). ⇐⇒∫
γ
(µ− ν∗µ) ∈Z for any loop γ ∈H1(B;Z).
Remark. In particular, if B is a surface of genus g, those are just 2g conditions for the
2g generators of H1(B;Z).
Example. The condition in the previous proposition is not always satisfied, i. e. not
any element of Diffsσ ,τ(B) has a lift in Diff
s
ω,λ(B×S
1). As an example, let B= Σ= T 2 be
the two-torus and choose coordinates (b1,b2) such that σ = db1∧ db2 is an area form.
Let further a1,a2 ∈ R and define µ B a1 db1 + a2 db2. Then ν : T 2 → T 2, (b1,b2) 7→
(b2,−b1) is an element of Diffsσ ,τ(T 2): It is a (smooth) diffeomorphism of T 2 and pre-
serves τ = dµ = 0 and σ since ν∗σ = db2 ∧ d(−b1) = db1 ∧ db2 = σ . The cohomology
class of
µ− ν∗µ= a1 db1 + a2 db2 − (a1 db2 + a2 d(−b1))
= (a1 + a2)db1 + (a2 − a1)db2
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has no integer period if a1 + a2, a2 − a1 <Z, hence we can apply the previous Lemma
in those cases to get that ν does not have a lift in Diffω,λ(T 2 × S1) for ω = π∗σ and
λ= dθ+π∗µ.
Proof of Proposition 3.22. "⇒": Let η be a lift of ν. Using Lemma 3.17, we know that
µ− ν∗µ= dk
for some k : B→ S1. By Corollary 3.20, we can consider the cohomology class [dk] =







dk ∈Z for any loop γ ∈H1(B;Z).
"⇐": Let µ − ν∗µ be such that
∫
γ
µ − ν∗µ ∈ Z for any loop γ ∈ H1(B;Z). Again, using
the isomorphism in Eq. (3.2), we can find l1 : B→ S1 such that [µ− ν∗µ] = [dl1]. This
implies that there is a function l2 : B→R such that µ−ν∗µ= dl1 +dl2. Let us project
l2 : B→ R→ R/Z  S1 and define k := l1 + l2 : B→ S1. Then µ − ν∗µ = dk and we
claim that
η : B× S1→ B
(b,θ) 7→ (ν(b), θ+ k(b))
is a lift of ν ∈Diffσ ,τ(B) in Diffω,λ(B×S1). The map η clearly satisfies π◦η = ν ◦π, i. e.
it is a lift of ν in Diffs(M). Lemma 3.13 implies that η ∈ Diffsω,dλ(M). It only remains
to check that η∗λ= λ. To that end, we compute
η∗λ= η∗(dθ+π∗µ)
= dθ+ dk+ η∗π∗µ︸︷︷︸
= π∗ν∗µ= π∗(µ−dk)
= dθ+π∗µ= λ.
Remark. As a special case of the previous theorem, we can show that if B satisfies
H1(B) = 0 (e. g. if B = S2n), then any diffeomorphism ν ∈ Diffsτ ,σ (B) has a lift η ∈
Diffsω,λ(B × S
1): To that end, let ν ∈ Diffsτ ,σ (B). Since H1dR(B) = 0, any form repre-
senting a first cohomology class is exact. In particular, µ − ν∗µ is exact and hence,∫
γ
(µ− ν∗µ) = 0 for any loop γ ∈ H1(B;Z). Using Proposition 3.22, we get that ν has
a lift η ∈Diffsω,λ(B× S
1).







(µ− ν∗µ) ∈Z for all γ ∈H1(B;Z)
}




to Lemma 3.18, there is a S1-collection of lifts for any ν ∈ Diffsσ ,τ(B), i. e. we expect
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Diffsω,λ(B×S
1) to be diffeomorphic toDs×S1 ifDs ⊂Diffsσ (B) is a smooth submanifold.
We will make this statement precise in the rest of this section by trying to further
restrict the diffeomorphisms given in Lemma 3.14.
The set Diffsω,λ(B × S
1) is contained in DiffsR,ω(B × S
1). We will now discuss a
continuous map ι : Ds × S1 ↪→ Diffsσ (B) × H s(B,S1) such that we can restrict Φ to
Ds × S1 via ι.
Lemma 3.23. There is a continuous embedding ι : Ds × S1 ↪→ Diffsσ (B) ×H s(B,S1) such
that the image of the composition Ψ B Φ ◦ ι : Diffsσ ,τ(B) × S1→ DiffsR,ω(B× S
1) actually
lies in Diffsω,λ(B× S
1), i. e. the following diagram commutes:
Diffsσ ×H s(B,S1)









The map Ψ is a homeomorphism.
Proof. Step 1. Let ν ∈ Ds and θ0 ∈ S1. We will define a continuous map
k : Ds→H s(B,S1),
ν 7→ kν
and then let
ι(ν,θ0)B (ν,θ0 + kν(b)).
To that end, we start with ν ∈ Ds, i. e. ν ∈ Diffsσ ,τ(B) such that
∫
γ
(µ − ν∗µ) ∈ Z for
all γ ∈ H1(B;Z). Corollary 3.20 implies that µ − ν∗µ represents a cohomology class








∣∣∣ α is a representative of h} .





∣∣∣ dα = 0, [α] = h} .
For every cohomology class h ∈ H1(B;Z), fix some map kh ∈ C∞(B,S1) such that
h = [dkh] (see Lemma 3.21) and define αh B dkh ∈ Ω1(B). Any other element α ∈
H s−1h (Λ
1B) can then be written as
α = αh+ β
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for some exact β ∈H s−1(Λ1B). In particular, the one-form
µν B µ− ν∗µ−α[µ−ν∗µ]
is exact. Fix some base point b0 ∈ B and define a map H s−1exact(Λ1B) → H s(B,S1) by




β for any path from b0 to b.
This is well defined since β is exact. Since dkβ = β ∈ H s−1exact(Λ1B), Lemma 3.24 (after




µν for any path from b0 to b.
Then we define kν B kµν + k[µ−ν∗µ] ∈H
s(B,S1). Note that the map




is a lift of ν in Diffsω,λ(B× S
1).
In summary, for every cohomology class h ∈ H1(B;Z), we fixed some map kh ∈




















H s(B,S1) kν B k[µ−ν∗µ] + kµν
The map ν 7→ kν is continuous since H1(B;Z) is discrete.




Let ν ∈Diffsσ ,τ(B) and κ ∈ S1. Then η B Ψ (ν,θ0) ∈DiffsR,ω(B× S
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and it remains to check that η also preserves λ. Write λ= dθ+π∗µ for some µ ∈Ω1(B)
and first compute








Now we can check that
η∗λ= η∗(dθ+π∗µ) = dθ+ dkν +π
∗ ν∗µ︸︷︷︸
=µ−dkν




Step 3. The (continuous) inverse of Ψ is given by
Diffsω,λ(B× S
1)→Ds × S1
η = (η1,η2) 7→ (η1,η2 −θ − kη1).
Remark. There is a similar theorem describing the quantomorphisms of a contact S1-
principal bundle S1 → M π→ B with contact form λ as an S1-principal bundle over
the Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms of B with symplectic form ω defined by π∗ω = dλ,
see also Theorem 3.1 in [RS81].
To really complete this proof, we need to provide the next lemma.
Lemma 3.24. Let k ∈ H s−1(B,R) such that dk is of the same Sobolev class s − 1, i. e.
dk ∈H s−1(Λ1B). Then k ∈H s(B,R).
The same result holds for maps to S1.









∈H s−1(B,R) for all i. Hence, k ∈H s(B,R).
We will now define a group structure onDs×S1, which induces the regular group
structure given by the composition of maps in Diffsω,λ(M) viaΨ : D
s×S1→Diffsω,λ(M)
as defined in Lemma 3.23.
Lemma 3.25. The composition
(ν2,κ2) ◦ (ν1,κ1)B
(
ν2 ◦ ν1, κ1 + κ2 − kν2(ν1(b0))
)
defines a group structure on Ds × S1.
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Proof. The identity element is given by (idB,0): For any (ν,κ) ∈ Ds × S1, we have
(ν,κ) ◦ (idB,0) = (ν ◦ idB, 0+ κ − kν(b0)) = (ν,κ),
(idB,0) ◦ (ν,κ) = (idB ◦ ν, κ+ 0− kidB(ν(b0)) = (ν,κ).
The inverse of (ν,κ) is given by (ν−1,kν(ν
−1(b0))−κ):
(ν,κ) ◦ (ν−1,kν(ν−1(b0))−κ) = (ν ◦ ν−1, kν(ν−1(b0))−κ+ κ − kν(ν−1(b0)))
= (idB,0),
(ν−1,kν(ν










































































= kν2(ν1(b0)) + kν3(ν2(ν1(b0)))− kν3(ν2(b0)),
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hence
−kν3(ν2(b0))− kν3◦ν2(ν1(b0)) = −kν2(ν1(b0))− kν3(ν2(ν1(b0)))

















Proposition 3.26. The map Ψ : Ds × S1→Diffsωλ(B× S
1) as defined in Lemma 3.23 is a
group homomorphism.
Proof. For (ν1,κ1), (ν2,κ2) ∈ Ds × S1, we have(
Ψ (ν2,κ2) ◦Ψ (ν1,κ1)
)
(b,θ) = Ψ (ν2,κ2)
(







































= kν1(b) + kν2(ν1(b))− kν2(ν1(b0)),
hence
kν1(b) + kν2(ν1(b)) = kν2◦ν1(b) + kν2(ν1(b0))
and continuing Eq. (3.5) yields(









ν2 ◦ ν1, κ1 + κ2 + kν2(ν1(b0))
)






Up to now, we have only discussed the continuous structure of the bundle Ψ :
Ds × S1 → Diffsω,λ(M), so we will spend the rest of this section prove that if D
s ⊂
Diffsσ ,τ(B) is a smooth submanifold, then the map k : Ds → H s(B,S1) is smooth and
Ψ is actually a diffeomorphism.
A candidate for the differential of k is the directional derivative. Let ν0 ∈ Ds and




































































are independent of the path from b0 to b, also
∫ ν0(b)
ν0(b0)
ιXτ is and we get
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In particular, at the identity we have




Lemma 3.27. If Ds ⊂Diffs(B) is a smooth submanifold, then the map
k : Ds→H s(B,S1)
ν 7→ kν
is differentiable with tangent map
Tνk : TνDs→H s(B,R)
X 7→
(






Proof. We have to verify that
lim
X→0
||k(expνX)− k(ν)− Tνk(X)||H s
||X ||H s
→ 0.
We will omit the computation as this lemma also follows from the corresponding
statement for general S1-bundles, see the proof of Theorem 3.43 and the remark on
page 63.
Inductively, one can show
Corollary 3.28. If Ds ⊂Diffs(B) is a smooth submanifold, then the map k is smooth.
This also follows directly from Theorem 3.43.
We are now in a position to find out when the diffeomorphisms preserving the
stable Hamiltonian structure of a trivial S1-bundle are a smooth submanifold of the
full diffeomorphism group.
Theorem 3.29. Assume thatDs ⊂Diffs(B) is a smooth submanifold. Then also Diffsω,λ(B×
S1) ⊂Diffs(B× S1) is a smooth submanifold and




(b,θ) 7→ (ν(b),θ+ kν(b) +θ0)
)
is a diffeomorphism with inverse
η = (η1,η2) 7→
(
p(η) = η1,η2(b,θ)− kη1(b)−θ
)
.
Proof. If we view Ψ as a map




(b,θ) 7→ (ν(b), θ+ kν(b) + κ)
)
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then Ψ is a homeomorphism onto its image im(Ψ ) = Diffsω,λ(B× S
1) by Lemma 3.23.
Let v ∈ TνD and x ∈R  TκS1. The tangent map of Ψ is given by





This is an injective map: Let v1,v2 ∈ TνD and x1,x2 ∈ R such that T(ν,κ)Ψ (v1,x1) =










Since v1 and v2 only depend on the coordinates of B, this yields v1 = v2. Then also
Tνk(v1) = Tνk(v2), which in turn implies x1 = x2.
Therefore, we can apply Proposition 2.20 to find that im(Ψ ) = Diffsω,λ(B× S
1) is
a smooth submanifold of Diffs(B× S1).
3.6 Metrics on trivial circle bundles
As in the previous section, let M2n+1 be a trivial circle bundle
S1 −→M = B× S1 π−→ B
with S1-coordinate θ, and we let (ω,λ) be a stable Hamiltonian structure on B × S1
such that the Reeb vector field is R = ∂θ. The discussion in the previous section im-
plies that ω = π∗σ for some symplectic 2-form σ on B and λ = dθ + π∗µ for some
one-form µ on B. Furthermore, there is τ ∈Ω2(B) such that dλ= π∗τ , namely τ B dµ.
Now let (ω̃, λ̃= dθ+π∗µ̃) be another such stable Hamiltonian structure on M =
B× S1, which also induces σ̃ , τ̃ ∈Ω2(B) by ω̃ = π∗σ̃ and τ̃ = dµ̃. We further choose a
metric 〈·, ·〉B on B.
Lemma 3.30. Let ρ : B→ B be a smooth diffeomorphism such that ρ∗σ = σ̃ and ρ∗τ = τ̃ .
(a) The map
Cρ B Rρ−1 ◦Lρ : Diffsσ̃ ,τ̃(B)→Diff
s
σ ,τ(B)
ν̃ 7→ ρ ◦ ν̃ ◦ ρ−1
is a group isomorphism with inverse
C−1ρ = Cρ−1 = Rρ ◦Lρ−1 : Diffsσ ,τ(B)→Diffsσ̃ ,τ̃(B)
ν 7→ ρ−1 ◦ ν ◦ ρ.
In particular, Diffsσ ,τ(B) ⊂ Diffs(B) is a smooth submanifold iff the corresponding
diffeomorphism group Diffsσ̃ ,τ̃(B) ⊂ Diffs(B) is a smooth submanifold. In this case,
Cρ is a smooth diffeomorphism.
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(b) Let Pν : TνDiff
s(B)→ TνDiffsσ ,τ(B) for ν ∈ Diffsσ ,τ(B) be the orthogonal projection
with respect to the metric induced by 〈·, ·〉B. Then
P̃ν̃ : Tν̃Diff
s(B)→ Tν̃Diffsσ̃ ,τ̃(B)
v 7→ (TCρ−1 ◦ PCρ(ν̃) ◦ TCρ)(v)
is the orthogonal projection with respect to the metric induced by the pullback metric
of 〈·, ·〉B under ρ. In particular, P is a smooth bundle map iff P̃ is a smooth bundle
map.
Proof. (a) It only remains to show that this map is well defined. Let ν ∈ Diffsσ̃ ,τ̃(B),
i. e. ν̃∗σ̃ = σ̃ and ν̃∗τ̃ = τ̃ . Then




and similarly for τ . The same computation shows that if ν preserves σ and τ ,
then the preimage ρ−1 ◦ ν ◦ ρ preserves σ̃ and τ̃ .
(b) We first show that the L2-metric on TDiffs(B) induced by the pullback metric
on B with respect to ρ is equal to the pullback metric with respect to Cρ of the
L2-metric on TDiffs(B) induced by the chosen metric on B: The pullback of the
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which is the L2-metric induced by the pullback metric with respect to ρ. P̃ν is a
projection if Pν is a projection since
P̃ 2ν = (TCρ−1 ◦ PCρ(ν) ◦ TCρ)
2
= TCρ−1 ◦ PCρ(ν) ◦ TCρ ◦ TCρ−1 ◦ PCρ(ν) ◦ TCρ
= TCρ−1 ◦ P 2Cρ(ν) ◦ TCρ
= TCρ−1 ◦ PCρ(ν) ◦ TCρ
= P̃ν .













〈u − Pν(u),v〉ν(b) σn(b).
We have to show that P̃ν satisfies the same equation for the pull back metric. To
that end, let ũ ∈ Tν̃Diffs(B) and ṽ ∈ Tν̃Diffsσ̃ ,τ̃(B), then(













−TCρTCρ−1︸      ︷︷      ︸
=id






































(µ̃− ν∗µ̃) ∈Z for any γ ∈H1(B;Z)
}
.
Corollary 3.31. If we further assume that im(Cρ|Dsσ̃ ,µ̃) = D
s
σ ,µ, i. e. Cρ induces a group
isomorphism
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then the previous lemma is still true if we replace Diffsσ̃ ,τ̃(B) by D
s




We further have to choose a Riemannian metric on M such that the induced
Riemannian volume form is given by vol = λ∧ωn = dθ∧ωn. To that end, we denote
by 〈·, ·〉B some given metric on B with area form σn. On the horizontal bundle, i. e. for
v,w ∈ kerλx ⊂ TxM, we use the isomorphism π∗ : kerλ→ T B and pull the metric back
to
〈v,w〉x B 〈π∗v,π∗w〉Bπ(x).
Its complement, the horizontal bundle, is generated by R = ∂θ. We let R have length
1 and be perpendicular to the vertical bundle.
Proposition 3.32. Let (ω̃, λ̃) be another such stable Hamiltonian structure onM = B×S1
and assume that we have a bundle diffeomorphism ρ : B × S1 → B × S1, i. e. ρ satisfies
ρ∗R= R. We further assume that ρ
∗ω = ω̃ and ρ∗λ= λ̃. Then:
(a) The map
Cρ B Rρ−1 ◦Lρ : Diffsω̃,λ̃(M)→Diff
s
ω,λ(M)
η 7→ ρ ◦ η ◦ ρ−1
is a group isomorphism. In particular, Diffs
ω̃,λ̃(M) ⊂Diff
s(M) is a smooth submani-
fold iff Diffsω,λ(M) ⊂Diff
s(M) is a smooth submanifold. In this case, Cρ is a smooth
diffeomorphism.
(b) The pullback metric 〈·, ·〉∗ of 〈·, ·〉 under ρ is of the same form as 〈·, ·〉, i. e. ∂θ has
length 1, ∂θ is perpendicular to ker λ̃ and on ker λ̃, the metric is the pull back of
some metric on B via the projection π∗.
(c) Let Pη : TηDiff
s(M)→ TηDiffsω,λ(M) for η ∈ Diff
s
ω,λ(M) be the orthogonal projec-





ṽ 7→ (TCρ−1 ◦ PCρ(η) ◦ TCρ)(ṽ)
is the orthogonal projection with respect to the metric induced by the pullback metric
of 〈·, ·〉 under ρ. In particular, P is a smooth bundle map iff P̃ is a smooth bundle map.
Proof. (a) It only remains to show that this map is well defined. Let η ∈Diffs
ω̃,λ̃(M),
i. e. η∗ω̃ = ω̃ and η∗λ̃= λ̃. Then
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and similarly for λ. The same computation shows that if η preserves ω and λ,





Now let v ∈ ker λ̃. Then ρ∗v ∈ kerλ since
λ(ρ∗v) = (ρ







Finally, for v,w ∈ ker λ̃ and x = (b,θ) ∈M,
〈v,w〉∗x = 〈ρ∗v,ρ∗w〉ρ(x)
= 〈π∗ρ∗v,π∗ρ∗w〉Bπ(ρ(x))
= 〈ρB∗ π∗v,ρB∗ π∗w〉BρB(b).
In particular, the metric on ker λ̃ is the pullback (via π∗) of the pullback of the
chosen metric 〈·, ·〉B on B via ρB.
(c) As in the proof of Lemma 3.30, we first show that he L2-metric on TDiffs(M)
induced by the pullback metric on M with respect to ρ is equal to the pullback
metric with respect to Cρ of the L
2-metric on TDiffs(M) induced by the chosen






























〈T Lρu,T Lρv〉ρ(η(x′)) λ̃∧ ω̃n(x′)










which is the L2-metric induced by the pullback metric. P̃η is a projection if Pη is
a projection since
P̃ 2η = (TCρ−1 ◦ PCρ(η) ◦ TCρ)
2
= TCρ−1 ◦ PCρ(η) ◦ TCρ ◦ TCρ−1 ◦ PCρ(η) ◦ TCρ
= TCρ−1 ◦ P 2Cρ(η) ◦ TCρ
= TCρ−1 ◦ PCρ(η) ◦ TCρ
= P̃η .














We have to show that P̃η satisfies the same equation for the pullback metric. To
that end, let ũ ∈ Tη̃Diffs(M) and ṽ ∈ Tη̃Diffsω̃,λ̃(M), then(













−TCρTCρ−1︸      ︷︷      ︸
=id





















Corollary 3.33. Let (ω,λ= dθ+π∗µ) and (ω̃, λ̃= dθ+π∗µ̃) be two SHS onM = B×S1.
They define two-forms (σ ,τ = dµ) and (σ̃ , τ̃ = dµ̃) on B, resp. Let further ρ ∈ Diff(B) as
in Lemma 3.30, i. e. ρ∗σ = σ̃ and ρ∗τ = τ̃ , and assume that∫
γ
(µ̃− ρ∗µ) ∈Z for any γ ∈H1(B;Z).
Then there is a lift ρM ∈Diffs(M) satisfying the conditions of Proposition 3.32.














ρ(b),θ+ kρ(b) mod 1
)


















3.7 General circle bundles
In this section, let M be a manifold with SHS (ω,λ) such that the flow φθ, θ ∈ S1,
of the Reeb vector field R induces a free S1-action and M
π−→ B is the corresponding
principal S1-bundle. Let further ν ∈ Diffsσ ,τ(B) be an H s-diffeomorphism of the base
manifold B which, in particular, also preserves the curvature form τ . We first assume
that ν has at least one S1-equivariant lift η̃ν : M →M. As before, Lemma 3.13 shows
that η̃ν as a lift of ν ∈ Diffsσ ,τ(B) already preserves ω and dλ, i. e. it is actually an
element of Diffsω,dλ(M).
Lemma 3.34. Since λ is a connection form on π : M→ B and η̃ν preserves R, the pullback
η̃∗νλ is again a connection form on π : M→ B.
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Proof. We compute





= λ(R) = 1.
Hence, η̃∗νλ satisfies the conditions given in the beginning of Section 3.3.
By Corollary 3.5, there is a unique ρ̃ν ∈H s−1(Λ1B) such that
η̃∗νλ= λ+π
∗ρ̃ν . (3.9)
Remark. If η̃ν is at least C
2, then the form ρ̃ is closed since
π∗dρ̃ = dπ∗ρ̃ = d(η̃∗νλ−λ) = η̃∗νdλ−dλ
= η̃∗ν(π
∗τ)−π∗τ = π∗(ν∗τ − τ) = π∗0 = 0
and π∗ is injective. A computation similarly to the one for the trivial bundle in Corol-
lary 3.20 shows that ρ̃ always defines a cohomology class in H1dR(B).
Now consider an H s-map k : B→ S1. Any such map induces a lift η̃ν,k ∈Diffs(M)












whereφ denotes the flow of the Reeb vector field R. This defines an action ofH s(B,S1)
on Diffs(M). To show that η̃ν,k still preserves R, which implies that η̃ν,k is also a bun-
dle diffeomorphism, it suffices to show that η̃ν,k ◦ φθ = φθ ◦ η̃ν,k . To that end, we
compute










= φk(π(x))η̃ν(φθ(x)) since η̃ν preserves R
= η̃ν,k(φθ(x)).
Hence, η̃ν,k is an H
s-diffeomorphism of principal S1-bundles and H s(B,S1) acts on














for every x ∈ M, it is still a lift of ν ∈ Diffsσ ,τ(B). Hence, also η̃ν,k ∈ Diffsω,dλ(M). We
now identify a condition such that η̃ν,k preserves λ instead of just dλ.
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Lemma 3.35. Let η ∈Diffsω,dλ(M) be a lift of some ν ∈Diff
s
σ ,τ(B) and k ∈H s(B,S1). The
lift ηk ∈Diffsω,dλ(M) preserves λ, i. e. ηk is an element of Diff
s




Remark. This condition is very similar to the trivial bundle case as in Proposition 3.22:
If α is a form on M that descends to a form on B, we use ᾱ for the form on B that
satisfies α = π∗ᾱ. For λ− η∗λ, we get
λ− η∗λ= π∗dk for some k ∈H s(B,S1)




λ− η∗λ ∈Z ∀γ ∈H1(B;Z).
Proof. We let v ∈ TxM and compute
(dxηk) · v = dx(φk(π(x))(η(x))) · v
= (dη(x)φk(π(x))) · (dxη) · v+Rηk(x) · dx(k ◦π) · v
= (dη(x)φk(π(x))) · (dxη) · v+Rηk(x) · (π
∗dπ(x)k) · v.
Applying λ to this expression yields
ληk(x)((dxηk) · v) = ληk(x)((dη(x)φk(π(x))) · (dxη) · v)
+ληk(x)(Rηk(x))︸           ︷︷           ︸
=1
·(π∗dπ(x)k) · v
= (η∗φ∗k(π(x))λ)x(v) + (π
∗dk)x · v.
Since LRλ= 0 implies φ∗θλ= λ for any θ ∈ S
1, we know that
φ∗k(π(x))λ= λ








Therefore, η∗kλ= λ iff λ− η
∗λ= π∗dk.
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Now let ν ∈Diffsσ ,τ(B) and suppose that η̃ν ∈Diffsω,dλ(B) is an S
1-equivariant lift
of ν. By Lemma 3.34 and Corollary 3.5, there exists a unique one-form ρ̃ν ∈H s−1(Λ1B)




∣∣∣ ν has at least one S1-equivariant lift η̃ν ∈Diffs(M) and∫
γ
ρ̃ν ∈ Z for any γ ∈ H1(B;Z)
}
. (3.12)
can use Lemma 3.35 to identify the diffeomorphisms of B that have a lift to Diffsω,λ(M)
as
Conversely, we can also show that any other lift of ν is of the form given by
Eq. (3.10):








B ν // B
of ν ∈Diffsσ ,τ(B) as maps of principal S1-bundles,
there is an H s-map k : B→ S1 such that η′ = η̃ν,k .
Proof. For any x ∈M, η̃ν(x) and η′(x) lie in the same fibre ofM over B. Hence, we can
define a (possibly not H s) map k : B→ S1 such that η′ = η̃ν,k and it remains to check
that k is H s. To that end, for any point b ∈ B, choose an open set b ∈ U ⊂ B such that
for V B π−1(U ), we have a trivial bundle π|V : V → U . We also have a local section
s : U → V of π|V : V → U and can define an H s-map θ : U → S1 for any c ∈ U by the
equation
V 3 s(c) = (c,θ(c)) ∈U × S1.
Further, for any c ∈U , we have
(η̃−1ν ◦ η′)(s(c)) = φk(c)(s(c)) = (c,θ(c) + k(c)) ∈U × S1.
Since the left hand side is in H s(U ,U × S1), the right hand side is aswell, and in
particular, k|U is an element of H s(U ,S1). Hence, k ∈H s(B,S1).
There are conditions under which we can guarantee the existence of an S1-equi-




∣∣∣ ν(b) = π(x)} ⊂ B×M,
with projections p1 and p2 onto the first and second component, respectively, which
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commutes. This construction yields a principal S1-bundle ν∗M
π′→ B such that p2 is
S1-equivariant. Note that by [Hat17, Prop. 3.10], the first Chern class in H2sing(B;Z)
determines circle bundles over a given base manifold up to continuous isomorphisms.
While ν∗M → B and M → B have the same curvature form ν∗τ = τ ∈ H2dR(B), their
first Chern classes might differ.1 To determine the connection between the first Chern
class and the curvature form, let Ti ⊂ Hi(B;Z) denote the corresponding torsion sub-
groups of the singular homology groups and β2 the second Betti number of B, so that
H2(B;Z) Z
β2 ⊕ T2 and H2sing(B;Z) Z









by the Universal Coefficient Theorem
as given on page 198 of [Hat02]









by the Universal Coefficient Theorem
for homology [Hat02, Theorem 3A.3]










⊗R also by (3.13).
Hence, the curvature form determines the non-torsion component of the Chern class.
In particular, we also get the following lemma:
Lemma 3.37. The curvature form of a principal S1-bundle uniquely determines the Chern
class iff T1 = 0, i. e. iff H2sing(B;Z) has no torsion elements.
Recall that we have ν ∈ Diffsσ ,τ(B), so that ν∗τ = τ implies that ν∗M → B and
M → B have the same curvature form. If we assume that H2sing(B;Z) has no torsion
elements, this uniquely determines the bundle and by [Hat17, Prop. 3.10], there is a









1 Many thanks go to Thorsten Hertl for questioning my use of Hatcher’s Prop. 3.10 for just the curvature
form with the following counterexample: The two bundles S1→ S1×RP 2→RP 2 and S1→ g⊕g→RP 2
for the Whitney sum of the tautological bundle g both admit a flat connection, but are not isomorphic,
because they have different Chern classes.
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of principal S1-bundles. We can smoothen F̃ν to get a smooth bundle diffeomorphism
Fν : M→ ν∗M. In particular, Fν is also S1-equivariant.
Lemma 3.38. If H2sing(B;Z) has no torsion elements, then η̃ν B p2 ◦ Fν : M →M is well
defined. The map η̃ν is an S

















commutes and both p2 and Fν are S
1-equivariant, i. e. they commute with the flow φθ




















Corollary 3.39. If H2sing(B;Z) has no torsion elements, then any ν ∈ Diff
s
σ ,τ(B) has some






ρ̃ν ∈Z for any γ ∈H1(B;Z)
}
.
Now we get back to discussing the structure of Diffsω,λ(M). Our goal is to show
that Diffsω,λ(M) is an S
1-bundle over Ds. First, recall the projection q : DiffsR(M) →
Diffs(B) defined in Lemma 3.12.
Lemma 3.40. The action of H s(B,S1) on DiffsR(M) given by Eq. (3.10) is free and transi-
tive on each fibre q−1({ν}) for any ν ∈ Ds(B).
Proof. The action is free: Let ν ∈ Ds and η ∈ q−1({ν}). Let further k ∈ H s(B,S1) and




= η(x) for any x ∈ M. Locally, for any b ∈ B,
choose an open set U ⊂ B such that b ∈ U and for V B π−1(U ) ⊂ M, the restriction
π|V : V →U is a local trivialization. Any x ∈ V can be written as (b,θ) ∈U ×S1 and η








. Then we have(
ν(b),η2(b,θ)
)















i. e. k(b) = 0.
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The action is transitive: Let ν ∈ Ds and η,η′ ∈ q−1({ν}). Recall that by the def-
inition of Ds, we can also fix a lift η̃ν ∈ Diffsω,dλ(M). By Lemma 3.36, there exist
k,k′ ∈H s(B,S1) such that η = (η̃ν)k and η′ = (η̃ν)k′ . Hence, η̃ν = η−k and
η′ = (η̃ν)k′ = (η−k)k′ = η−k+k′
with −k+ k′ ∈H s(B,S1).
As in the trivial bundle case, we define the restriction




and we show that the fibre over each ν ∈ Ds is isomorphic to S1: Every θ0 ∈ S1 in-
duces the constant map k ∈H s(B,S1), k(b) ≡ θ0 and for every η ∈Diffsω,λ(M), we also
have ηk ∈ Diffsω,λ(M). Conversely, the following lemma shows that any two lifts in
Diffsσ ,λ(M) of some fixed ν ∈ D
s only differ by a constant map.
Lemma 3.41. Let ν ∈ Ds and η,η′ ∈ p−1({ν}) ⊂ Diffsω,λ(M). Then there is a constant
θ0 ∈ S1 such that η′ = ηk for k ∈H s(B,S1) with k(b) ≡ θ0.






and get dk = 0. Hence, k is constant.
As a special case of Lemma 3.40, we get
Corollary 3.42. The action of S1 on Diffsω,λ(M), defined by the constant action in (3.10),
is free and transitive on each fibre p−1({ν}) for any ν ∈ Ds.
Now, we can finally describe Diffsω,λ(M) as an S
1-bundle over Ds.





where the first map is the action of the constant map k ∈ H s(B,S1), k(b) ≡ θ0 for θ0 ∈ S1
on Diffsω,λ(M) as described in Eq. (3.10), and the second map is the projection p defined in
Eq. (3.14).
In particular, Diffsω,λ(M) ⊂Diff
s(M) is a smooth submanifold.
Proof. By Corollary 3.42, it only remains to show that for every ν0 ∈ Ds, there is a
neighbourhood ν0 ∈ U ⊂ Ds such that there is a smooth section s : U →Diffsω,λ. Hence,
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for every ν0 ∈ Ds, let U ⊂ Ds be a sufficiently small, contractible neighbourhood of
ν0 in Ds and for every ν ∈ U , we now want to construct s(ν) ∈ Diffsω,λ(M) such that










Define a new bundle S1 → E
pr
→ U × B by E(ν,b) = ν∗M |b = Mν(b) for (ν,b) ∈ U × B.
Since U ⊂ Ds, this bundle also has an infinite-dimensional base space.
Step 1. The bundle pr : E → U × B is diffeomorphic to the pullback bundle
(idU ,π0) : U × ν∗0M→U ×B.
Proof of Step 1. Since U is contractible, U × B is homotopy equivalent to {ν0} × B.
Let ft : U × B → U × B be a homotopy from f0 : U × B → U × B, (ν,b) 7→ (ν0,b) to
f1 = idU×B. Using Theorem 3.44 below for the principal S
1-bundle E→U ×B yields a
(continuous) isomorphism Σ̃ : f ∗0E→ f
∗
1E over U ×B, which we can then smoothen to










commutes. Since f1 = idU×B, the bundle f
∗
1E → U × B is just the original bundle pr :
E→U ×B. For f ∗0E, we recall the definition of the pullback bundle
f ∗0E =
{
(ν,b,e) ∈ U ×B×E
∣∣∣ f0(ν,b) = pr(e)}
Since pr(e) != f0(ν,b) = (ν0,b) is equivalent to e ∈ E(ν0,b) = ν
∗
0M |b, the bundle f
∗
0E→
U×B is given by (idU ,π0) : U×ν∗0M→U×B. Hence, the diffeomorphismΣ in Eq. (3.15)
is between









Step 2. There is a smooth map s̃ : U →Diffsω,dλ(M) such that s̃(ν) is a lift of ν ∈ U .
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commutes. For every (ν,x) ∈ U ×M, we have
S(ν,x) ∈ E|(idU ,π)(ν,x) = E|(ν,π(x)) = ν
∗M |π(x) =M |ν(π(x)).











i. e. S(ν, ·) is a lift of ν ∈ Ds. In particular, S(ν, ·) automatically preserves ω and dλ
and we can define
s̃ : Ds→Diffsω,dλ(M)
ν 7→ S(ν, ·).
Step 3. There is a smooth map k : U → H s(B,S1), ν 7→ kν such that the shifted
diffeomorphism s̃(ν)kν preserves λ, i. e. s̃(ν)kν ∈Diff
s
ω,λ(M).
Proof of Step 3. Since s̃(ν) is a lift of ν ∈ Ds, there is k̃ν ∈ H s(B,S1) such that
s̃(ν)k̃ν ∈Diff
s
ω,λ(M). The map k̃ν is unique up to constants in S
1, so we want to normal-
ize this choice: Fix b0 ∈ B and 0 ∈ S1 (independent of ν0). Then define kν ∈ H s(B,S1)
by
kν(b)B k̃ν(b)− k̃ν(b0), (3.16)
so that kν(b0) = 0.
For this step, it remains to show that k : U → H s(B,S1), ν 7→ kν is smooth. To
that end, define ρν ∈ H s−1(Λ1B) by π∗ρν = λ − s̃(ν)∗λ. Since ν 7→ s̃(ν) is smooth,
also ν 7→ ρν is smooth. The map kν ∈ H s(B,S1) as defined in Eq. (3.16) is the unique
primitive of ρν (i. e. we have ρν = dkν) satisfying kν(b0) = 0 and we want to prove
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that ρν 7→ kν is smooth. To that end, fix kν0 such that dkν0 = ρν0 and kν0(b0) = 0,

















H s(B,S1) // A
l  // kν0 + l
 // f (l)B d(kν0 + l)
Then f is a continuous linear operator that is also bijective:
For surjectivity, let α ∈ A, i. e. α ∈ H s−1(Λ1B) such that
∫
γ
α = 0 for any γ ∈
H1(B;Z). Then there is a unique map a ∈ H s(B,S1) such that α = da and a(b0) = 0.
Since Tkν0H
s(B,S1) = H s(B,R), we can find a function l ∈ H s(B,R) such that a =
kν0 + l, and can compute
l(b0) = a(b0)− kν0(b0) = 0− 0 = 0,
i. e. l ∈ K.
For injectivity, let l1, l2 ∈ K such that f (l1) = f (l2), i. e. d(kν0 + l1) = d(kν0 + l2).
This implies dl1 = dl2 and therefore, l1 is equal to l2 up to some constant in R. Since
l1(b0) = 0 = l2(b0), this constant has to be 0 and we get l1 = l2.
Now we can apply the Open Mapping Theorem (see Theorem 3.45 below), which
yields that the inverse operator
f −1 :A→K
is continuous linear, and therefore smooth. Since ρν ∈ A and f −1(ρν) = kν , this im-
plies that k : U →H s(B,S1), ν 7→ kν is smooth.
Step 4. For every ν0 ∈ Ds with (contractible) neighbourhood ν0 ∈ U ⊂ Ds, there is




Proof of Step 4. Define
s : U →Diffsω,λ(M)
ν 7→ s̃(ν)kν .
Since both s̃ : U 7→Diffsω,dλ(M) and k : U →H
s(B,S1) are smooth, s is also smooth.
This completes the proof.
In the previous proof, we have used the two following theorems:
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Definition ([Hus94], Definitions 9.1 and 9.2). (a) An open covering {Ui}i∈I of a to-
pological space B is numerable provided there exists a (locally finite) partition
of unity {ui}i∈I such that u−1i ((0,1]) ⊂Ui for each i ∈ I .
(b) A principal G-bundle ξ : X → B is numerable provided there is a numerable
cover {Ui}i∈I of B such that ξ |Ui is trivial for each i ∈ I .
In particular, a locally trivial principal G-bundle over a paracompact space is
numerable.
Theorem 3.44 ([Hus94], Theorem 9.9). Let G be a group and ξ : X → B a numerable
principal G-bundle over B. Let ft : B′ → B be a homotopy. Then the principal G-bundles
f ∗0X →B
′ and f ∗1X →B
′ are isomorphic over B′.
Theorem 3.45 (Open Mapping Theorem, see e. g. [Wer11], Theorem IV.3.3 and Ko-
rollar IV.3.4). Let X and Y be Banach spaces and assume that f : X → Y a bijective
continuous linear operator. Then the inverse f −1 : Y → X is also continuous.
Note that if M = B × S1 is a trivial bundle with stable Hamiltonian structure
(ω,λ= dθ+π∗µ), we can add a constant θ0 ∈ S1 to kν0 (depending on the choice of F0
and the base point b0) in the proof of Theorem 3.43 such that the lift of ν0 coincides
with the lift of ν0 in the proof of Lemma 3.23. By adding this constant θ0 to any other
kν (i. e. we normalize to kν(b0) = θ0), the two sections U → Diffsω,λ(B × S
1) in the
proofs of Lemma 3.23 and Theorem 3.43 coincide. In particular, Lemma 3.27 also
follows from Theorem 3.43.

4
S 1 - B U N D L E S OV E R T H E C Y L I N D E R B = S 1 × [−1 , 1 ]
In this chapter, we discuss the principal circle bundle S1 → M π→ S1 × [−1,1] over
the cylinder BB S1 × [−1,1] in detail. Since H2(B) = {0}, M is a trivial circle bundle,
i. e. M  B × S1. Denote by θ ∈ R/Z  S1 the S1-bundle coordinate in the trivial
bundle M = B × S1 = (S1 × [−1,1]) × S1 and let (ϕ,z) ∈ R/Z × [−1,1] denote the
coordinates on the cylinder B = S1 × [−1,1]. In Sections 4.1 and 4.2, which only deal
with the cylinder itself, we let 〈., .〉 be the standard metric in which (∂ϕ,∂z) is an
orthonormal basis. The corresponding Riemannian area form is σ B dϕ ∧ dz. We




dϕ, τ B dµ= zdϕ ∧dz = h(ϕ,z)σ .
In Sections 4.3 and 4.4, we consider the stable Hamiltonian structure on M given by
ωB π∗σ , λB dθ+π∗µ.
This notation matches the one in the previous chapters. In particular, we have
dλ= d(dθ+π∗µ) = π∗dµ= π∗τ ,
as before.
We will show for both (B,σ ,τ) and (M,ω,λ) that the structure-preserving diffeo-
morphisms are smooth submanifolds of the full diffeomorphism groups and that the
projections of the tangent bundles induced by the Riemannian metrics on B and M,
resp., are smooth bundle maps. We will also explicitly compute all solutions to the
Euler equation using variational principles as in Section 2.3, which only yields trivial
solutions in those cases.
In Sections 4.5 and 4.6, we generalize this to an arbitrary metric on the cylinder
B. We will show that we can reduce this case to a Riemannian area form given by σa B
a(z)σ for some smooth function a ∈ C∞([−1,1],R). We use τa B hσa with primitive
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Note that this choice for µa differs from the standard metric, where we start integrat-
ing at 0 instead of −1. The stable Hamiltonian structure on the bundle B× S1 is then
ωa B π
∗σa and λa = dθ+π
∗µa.
In Section 4.10, we also generalize the standard situation to
ωB π∗σ , λ̃B dθ+π∗µ̃
for some µ̃ ∈Ω1(B) such that τ̃ B dµ̃ = h̃σ for any smooth submersion h̃ : B→ [−1,1]
which maps S1 × {±1} to ±1, respectively.
4.1 B= S1 × [−1,1], standard metric
Our goal in this section is to show:
Theorem 4.1. (a) Diffsσ ,τ(S
1 × [−1,1]) = Diffsσ ,h(S
1 × [−1,1]) is a smooth Hilbert sub-
manifold of Diffs(S1 × [−1,1]).
(b) The orthogonal projection
P : TDiffs(B)|Diffsσ ,τ → TDiff
s
σ ,τ(B)
induced by the standard metric on B is a smooth bundle map.
In the first subsection, we will prove Theorem 4.1(a). In Section 4.1.2, we com-
pute local bundle trivializations for TDiffs(S1 × [−1,1]) following the steps in Sec-
tion 2.1. To verify Theorem 4.1(b), we will compute the orthogonal projection of the
tangent bundle




using the local bundle trivializations of Section 4.1.2.
4.1.1 Smooth submanifold Diffsσ ,τ(B) ⊂Diffs(B)
First note that by definition, Diffs(S1 × [−1,1]) only consists of the connected compo-
nent containing the identity map. Since any diffeomorphism of S1 × [−1,1] preserves
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its boundary S1 × {±1}, any element of Diffs(S1 × [−1,1]) preserves both S1 × {1} and
S1 × {−1}.
Furthermore, the boundary ∂B is totally geodesic in B= S1× [−1,1]. This implies
that Diffs(S1×[−1,1]) is a smooth manifold with an exponential function as described
in Section 2.4.
We now start with Diffsσ ,h(S
1 × [−1,1]) and want to show that it is a smooth sub-
manifold of Diffs(S1× [−1,1]). A first idea might be to use that the volume-preserving
diffeomorphisms Diffsσ (S
1×[−1,1]) ⊂Diffs(S1×[−1,1]) are a smooth submanifold (see
Theorem 2.8) so that we only have to show that Diffsσ ,h(S
1×[−1,1]) ⊂Diffsσ (S1×[−1,1])
is also a smooth submanifold, e. g. by using the implicit function theorem for Hilbert
manifolds.
Unfortunately, this approach does not work. If we define
F : Diffsσ (S
1 × [−1,1])→H s(S1 × [−1,1],R)
ν = (ν1,ν2) 7→ ν∗h= ν2
to get Diffsσ ,h(S





1 × [−1,1]) =
{
v ∈ Xs(S1 × [−1,1])
∣∣∣ divσ v = 0}
=
{
v = v1∂ϕ + v













1 × [−1,1])→ TzH s(S1 × [−1,1],R) = H s(S1 × [−1,1],R)
v = v1∂ϕ + v
2∂z 7→ v2.
We would now have to show that TidF is surjective. To that end, let g ∈ H s(S1 ×
[−1,1],R) and we need to find f ∈ H s(S1 × [−1,1],R) such that v B f ∂ϕ + g∂z sat-













Since we cannot control
∂s+1g
∂zs+1
, we cannot guarantee the existence of a function c(z) :
[−1,1]→R such hat fc(ϕ,z) is of Sobolev class s. This implies that for any such map
f , the vector field f ∂ϕ + g∂z is generally not an element of TidDiff
s
σ (S
1 × [−1,1]) and
hence, TidF is not necessarily surjective.
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Changing the function F for the implicit function theorem runs into the same
problem: If we copy the proof for Theorem 2.8 and define
F : Diffsσ (S
1 × [−1,1])→ zσ +H s(S1 × [−1,1],R)σ
ν = (ν1,ν2) 7→ ν∗(τ) = ν∗(zσ ) = ν2σ ,
then Diffsσ ,τ(S
1 × [−1,1]) = F−1(τ). The map F is well defined, i. e. the image of F
is really contained in zσ + H s(B,R)σ because any map ν2(ϕ,z) can be written as




1 × [−1,1])→H s(S1 × [−1,1],R)σ
v = v1∂ϕ + v
2∂z 7→ Lv(τ),
for any v satifying divσ (v) = 0. Computing this map yields
Lv(τ) = Lv(zσ )
= (Lvz)σ + zLvσ
= (ιvdz)σ + zdiv(v)σ
= v2σ .
To show that TidF is surjective, we let gσ ∈ H s(S1 × [−1,1],R)σ . Again, finding f ∈
H s(S1 × [−1,1],R) such that v B f ∂ϕ + g∂z satisfies divσ (v) = 0 has the exact same
problem as in the previous approach.
Instead, we will show that Diffsσ ,h(S
1 × [−1,1]) ⊂ Diffs(S1 × [−1,1]) is a smooth
submanifold by using the implicit function theorem for the inclusion
Diffsh(S
1 × [−1,1]) ⊂Diffs(S1 × [−1,1])
and then explicitly compute a local description of Diffsσ ,h(S





1 × [−1,1]) ⊂Diffs(S1 × [−1,1])
is a smooth submanifold.
Proof. We let Subm(S1×[−1,1],R) denote the C1-submersions, define theH s-submer-
sions as
Subms(S1 × [−1,1],R)B Subm(S1 × [−1,1],R)∩H s(S1 × [−1,1],R),
and let
F B {f ∈ Subms(S1 × [−1,1],R) | f |S1×{±1} = ±1}
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to be the set of H s-submersions f : S1 × [−1,1]→ R such that f |S1×{±1} = ±1. Because
we only consider submersions, any such f satisfies im(f ) = [−1,1] and so,
F = {f ∈ Subms(S1 × [−1,1], [−1,1]) | f |S1×{±1} = ±1}.
We want to use the implicit function theorem for
F : Diffs(S1 × [−1,1])→F ⊂H s(S1 × [−1,1],R)
ν = (ν1(ϕ,z),ν2(ϕ,z)) 7→ ν∗h= h ◦ ν = ν2(ϕ,z). (4.1)




dim(M) + 1 >
1
2
dim(B) + 1, i. e. any element of H s(S1 × [−1,1],R) is also
differentiable, this is an open subset of
AB
{
f ∈H s(S1 × [−1,1],R)




g ∈H s(S1 × [−1,1],R)
∣∣∣ g |S1×{±1} = 0},
which is a closed subspace of the Hilbert space H s(S1 × [−1,1],R). In particular, B is
also a smooth Hilbert submanifold of the Hilbert manifoldH s(S1× [−1,1],R). For any
f ∈ A, we have A= f +B. We now fix f ∈ A. Since
H s(S1 × [−1,1],R) = B ⊕B⊥→H s(S1 × [−1,1],R)
g + g⊥ 7→ f + g + g⊥
is a diffeomorphism which maps B ⊕ 0 onto A, A is also a smooth submanifold of
H s(S1 × [−1,1],R). Hence, F is a smooth submanifold of H s(S1 × [−1,1],R).
Since Diffsh(S
1 × [−1,1]) = F−1(h) for Eq. (4.1), it only remains to show that h is
a regular value of F, i. e. that all preimages ν of h under F are regular points. To that
end, we need to show that for any preimage ν of h under F, TνF is surjective. We first
compute
TidDiff
s(S1 × [−1,1]) =
{
X = X1∂ϕ +X
2∂z ∈ Xs(S1 × [−1,1])
∣∣∣




X = X1∂ϕ +X







∣∣∣ X2|S1×{±1} = 0}.
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Recall that we can describe the tangent spaces of Diffs(S1 × [−1,1]) by the isomor-
phisms
TidDiff
s(S1 × [−1,1])→ TνDiffs(S1 × [−1,1]) = TidDiffs(S1 × [−1,1]) ◦ ν




g ∈H s(S1 × [−1,1],R)
∣∣∣ g |S1×{±1} = 0}= B
and
TνF : TνDiff
s(S1 × [−1,1])→ ThF
X ◦ ν = (X1∂ϕ +X2∂z) ◦ ν 7→ X2 ◦ ν.
Now let ν ∈Diffs(S1× [−1,1]) be some preimage of h under F. For any g ∈ ThF , we can
defineX B g(∂z◦ν) ∈ TνDiffs(S1×[−1,1]). Then TνF(X) = g and TνF is surjective.
Proposition 4.3. Diffsσ ,h(S
1 × [−1,1]) ⊂Diffsh(S
1 × [−1,1]) is a smooth submanifold.
Remark. Again, using the implicit function theorem as in the proof of Theorem 2.8
does not work. Recall the closed affine subspace of H s−1(Λn),
[σ ]s−1 = σ + dH s(Λn−1)
from the proof of Theorem 2.8. Let [σ ]s−1h ⊂ [σ ]





1 × [−1,1])→ [σ ]s−1h
ν 7→ ν∗σ .
We want to show that Diffsh,σ (S





1 × [−1,1])→ Tν∗σ [σ ]s−1h
V 7→ ν∗(LV ◦ν−1σ )
is surjective for any ν ∈ ψ−1h (σ ). At the identity, any X ∈ TidDiff
s
h(S
1 × [−1,1]) can be
written as the vector field X = X1∂ϕ and we can compute
Tidψh(X) = LXσ = dιXσ
= d(ιX1∂ϕ dϕ ∧dz)
= d(X1 dz).
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Now let dα ∈ Tσ [σ ]s−1h , i. e. α = f dz+ g dϕ for some f ,g ∈ H
s(S1 × [−1,1],R). If we
chose [σ ]s−1h = [σ ]
s−1, then we would have to let






which generally is not an H s-map. If we want to ensure that Tidψh is surjective, we
would have to restrict to
[σ ]s−1h B σ + d {α ∈H
s(Λ1) | α = f (ϕ,z)dz},
since then we can let X1 = f ∈ H s(S1 × [−1,1],R). Unfortunately, this space is equal
to
[σ ]s−1h B σ + d
{
α






















∣∣∣ f ∈H s(B,R)} ⊂H s−1(B,R) is not a closed Hilbert space.
Proof of Proposition 4.3. Let ν ∈ Diffsh(S
1 × [−1,1]), i. e. ν is of the form ν = (ν1,z).
For ν to be an element of Diffsσ ,h(S
1 × [−1,1]), it has to also satisfy ν∗σ = σ , which is
equivalent to







≡ 1. Since being a smooth submanifold is a local condition, we first consider
a small neighourhood U around the identity id ∈Diffsh(S
1 × [−1,1]). We can uniquely
write any ν ∈U as ν(ϕ,z) = (ϕ+ f (ϕ,z),z) for some small f ∈H s(S1× [−1,1],R) and
U is isomorphic to some neighbourhood V of 0 in H s(S1 × [−1,1],R). Then,
ν ∈U ∩Diffsσ ,h(S
























< V is a closed Hilbert subspace, Diffsσ ,h(S
1 × [−1,1]) is
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a smooth Hilbert submanifold of Diffsh(S

























1 × [−1,1]) ⊂Diffsh(S
1 × [−1,1])
is a smooth submanifold.
Eq. (4.2) also implies that any ν =∈Diffsσ ,h(S





for some f ∈H s(B,R).
Corollary 4.4 (=Theorem 4.1(a)). Propositions 4.2 and 4.3 show that
Diffsσ ,h(S
1 × [−1,1]) ⊂Diffs(S1 × [−1,1])
is a smooth submanifold.
Even though we have not proved that Diffsσ ,h(S
1 × [−1,1]) ⊂ Diffsσ (S1 × [−1,1]) is
a smooth submanifold, it now follows from Corollary 4.4 and the next lemma.
Lemma 4.5 ([EP13], Lemma 2.1). Let A and B be smooth Hilbert submanifolds of some




















it follows that also
Diffsσ ,h(S




Diffsσ (S1 × [−1,1]).
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Since we have shown that Diffsσ ,h(S
1 × [−1,1]) ⊂ Diffs(S1 × [−1,1]) is a smooth
submanifold, we can now continue with the tangent bundle maps. Recall that we
have to show that the bundle projection




which is the orthogonal projection in each tangent space
Pν : TνDiff
s(S1 × [−1,1])→ TνDiffsσ ,h(S
1 × [−1,1]),
is smooth in the base point ν ∈Diffsσ ,h(S
1×[−1,1]). To check smoothness, we will need
to compute P in local charts of TDiffs(S1 × [−1,1]).
4.1.2 Charts for TDiffs(B) and its submanifolds
Adapting Corollary 2.7 to our situation yields the local bundle trivializations:
Φ : TνDiff












s(S1 × [−1,1]) = TidDiffs(S1 × [−1,1]) ◦ ν = Xs(S1 × [−1,1]) ◦ ν,
hence ∂ϕ◦ν and ∂z◦ν generate TνDiffs(S1×[−1,1]). Write X = X1(∂ϕ◦ν)+X2(∂z◦ν).










ν1(ϕ,z) +X1(ϕ,z), ν2(ϕ,z) +X2(ϕ,z)
)
C (ν+X)(ϕ,z).
We now compute ∇2 exp(ν(ϕ,z),X(ϕ,z)). Let pB (ϕ,z) ∈ S
1 × [−1,1] and x ∈ Tp(S1 ×
[−1,1]), i. e. (p,x) ∈ T (S1 × [−1,1]). Recall the definition in Eq. (2.2),
∇2 exp(p,x) : Tp(S
1 × [−1,1])→ Texpp(x)(S
1 × [−1,1])
∇2 exp(p,x) B (Tx exp)|T v(p,x)T (S1×[−1,1]) ◦ (K |T v(p,x)T (S1×[−1,1]))
−1.
(4.3)
Following [Dom62], let ϕ,z be the coordinates on S1 × [−1,1] and let τ : T (S1 ×
[−1,1])→ S1 × [−1,1] denote the canonical projection. Then
v1 B ϕ ◦ τ , v2 B z ◦ τ , v3 B dϕ, v4 B dz
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are coordinates on T (S1 × [−1,1]) and ∂
∂vi
for i = 1, . . . ,4 is a basis of T T (S1 × [−1,1]).
Since
T v(p,x)T (S
1 × [−1,1]) = ker(T τ |T(p,x)T (S1×[−1,1])),






∈ T(p,x)T (S1 × [−1,1]), f (ϕ,z) ∈ C∞(S1 × [−1,1],R) and we com-
pute

















































To compute the connection map K , first note that since our metric is constant














Restricting K(p,x) to T
v
(p,x)T (S
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Finally, we compute
(Tx expp)|T v(p,x)T (S1×[−1,1]) : T
v
(p,x)T (S
1 × [−1,1])→ Texpp(x)S
1 × [−1,1].






∈ T v(p,x)T (S



































































Combining our results for K−1(p,x) and Tx expp yields for Eq. (4.3)
∇2 expp : Tν(ϕ,z)S
1 × [−1,1]→ Texpν(ϕ,z)X(ν(ϕ,z))S
1 × [−1,1]
v1∂ϕ + v
2∂z 7→ v1∂ϕ + v2∂z,
where the tangent vectors ∂ϕ and ∂z are evaluated at the respective base points ν(ϕ,z)




ν+X, Y 1∂ϕ ◦ (ν+X) + Y 2∂z ◦ (ν+X)
)
. (4.4)





is a local bundle trivialization for a neighbourhood of ν in TDiffs(B)|Diffsh(B).
(b) Similarly, for any ν ∈Diffsσ ,τ(B), the restriction of Φ to a map
Φ : TνDiff
s
σ ,τ(B)× TνDiffsh(B)→ TDiff
s(B)
is a local bundle trivialization for a neighbourhood of ν in TDiffsh(B)|Diffsσ ,τ (B).
Proof. For part (a), we have to show
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• that
im(Φ |TνDiffsh(B)×TνDiffs(B)) ⊂ TDiff
s(B)|Diffsh(B),
i. e. that for (X,Y ) ∈ TνDiffsh × TνDiff




ν+X, Y 1∂ϕ ◦ (ν+X) + Y 2∂z ◦ (ν+X)
)
,
• and that for any ν̃ ∈ Diffsh(B) and Z ∈ Tν̃Diff
s(B), there is (X,Y ) ∈ TνDiffsh(B) ×
TνDiff
s(B) such that Z = Φ(X,Y ).
For the first step, since Y 1∂ϕ ◦ (ν +X) + Y 2∂z ◦ (ν +X) ∈ Tν+XDiffs(B), we only
need to check that ν+X ∈Diffsh(B). To that end, we compute
(ν+X)∗z = ν2 +X2 = z+ 0 = z
since X ∈ TνDiffsh(B).
For the second step, let ν̃ ∈Diffsh(B) and Z = Z
1(∂ϕ ◦ ν̃)+Z2(∂z ◦ ν̃) ∈ Tν̃Diffs(B).
The map
(ϕ,z) 7→ ν̃1(ϕ,z)− ν1(ϕ,z)
then defines an element of H s(S1 × [−1,1],S1) and we choose a lift X1 ∈ H s(S1 ×










and we further let Y B Z1(∂ϕ ◦ ν) +Z2(∂z ◦ ν) ∈ TνDiffs(B). Then we get
Φ(X,Y ) =
(











A similar computation proves part (b).
Remark. The previous theorem is true because of the specific form of Φ on Diffs(B).
In general, for a submanifold D ⊂ Diffs(B) there is no reason for expνX with ν ∈ D,
X ∈ TνD to define an element of D.
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4.1.3 Smooth orthogonal bundle projection
Similarly to our Section 4.1.1 on the submanifolds, we split the map
P : TDiffs(B)|Diffsσ ,τ (B)→ TDiff
s
σ ,τ(B)
into the two projections P = P 2 ◦ P 1 with
P 1ν : TνDiff
s(S1 × [−1,1])→ TνDiffsh(S
1 × [−1,1])
at ν ∈Diffsh(S
1 × [−1,1]) and
P 2ν : TνDiff
s
h(S
1 × [−1,1])→ TνDiffsσ ,h(S
1 × [−1,1])
at ν ∈ Diffsσ ,h(S
1 × [−1,1]) = Diffsσ ,τ(S1 × [−1,1]). We first compute P 1 at the identity
id: Let
X = (X1,X2) = X1∂ϕ +X
2∂z ∈ TidDiffs(S1 × [−1,1]).
Then we must have P 1id(X) ∈ TidDiff
s
h(S
1 × [−1,1]), i. e. we can write
P 1id(X) = p
1
id(X)∂ϕ
for some operator p1id such that p
1
id(X) : S
1 × [−1,1] → R and for any vector field
Y 1∂ϕ ∈ TidDiffsh(S























Y 1 〈∂ϕ,∂ϕ〉︸   ︷︷   ︸
≡1











Y 1 dϕ ∧dz.




P 1id : TidDiff




(X1,X2) = X1∂ϕ +X
2∂z 7→ X1∂ϕ.
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Since
TνDiff
s(S1 × [−1,1]) = TidDiffs(S1 × [−1,1]) ◦ ν,
we can similarly compute the projection P 1ν . Let
X = (X1,X2) = X1(∂ϕ ◦ ν) +X2(∂z ◦ ν) ∈ TνDiffs(S1 × [−1,1]),
then P 1ν (X) ∈ TνDiffsh(S
1 × [−1,1]), i. e. we can write P 1ν (X) = p1ν(X)∂ϕ ◦ν and for any
Y 1∂ϕ ◦ ν, we need to have
0 !=
(
















(p1ν(X)−X1) 〈∂ϕ ◦ ν,∂ϕ ◦ ν〉ν(ϕ,z)︸                    ︷︷                    ︸
=〈∂ϕ ,∂ϕ〉◦ν=1














X1(∂ϕ ◦ ν) +X2(∂z ◦ ν)
)
= X1(∂ϕ ◦ ν). (4.5)
To show that P 1 is smooth in the base point, we will use the local trivializations
TDiffs(S1 × [−1,1]) as computed in Section 4.1.2, more specifically Eq. (4.4).
Proposition 4.7. P 1 : TDiffs(S1 × [−1,1])|Diffsh(S1×[−1,1]) → TDiff
s
h(S
1 × [−1,1]) induced
by Eq. (4.5) is a smooth bundle map, i. e. P 1 is smooth in the base point.




1 × [−1,1])× TνDiffs(S1 × [−1,1])
→ TDiffs(S1 × [−1,1])|Diffsh(S1×[−1,1])
(X,Y ) = Y 1∂ϕ ◦ ν+ Y 2∂z ◦ ν) 7→
(
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In a neighbourhood around any ν ∈Diffsh(S




1 × [−1,1])× TνDiffs(S1 × [−1,1])
→ TνDiffsh(S
1 × [−1,1])× TνDiffs(S1 × [−1,1])
(X,Y ) 7→ (Φ−1 ◦ P 1 ◦Φ)(X,Y ).
We get for Y = Y 1∂ϕ ◦ ν+ Y 2∂z ◦ ν









ν+X, Y 1∂ϕ ◦ (ν+X)
)
= (X, Y 1∂ϕ ◦ ν).
This map is smooth in the base point X and hence, P 1 is a smooth bundle map.
Our next goal is to show that P 2 is also a smooth bundle map. At the identity, P 2id
is a map of the form
P 2id : TidDiff
s
h(S
1 × [−1,1])→ TidDiffsσ ,h(S
1 × [−1,1])
X = X1∂ϕ 7→ p2id(X)∂ϕ
for some smooth map p2id such that p
2




















































Let now ν ∈ Diffsσ ,h(S
1 × [−1,1]). Since ν preserves the area form σ , both the metric
and orthogonal projection are right invariant and we can extend P 2id to
P 2ν : TνDiff
s
h(S
1 × [−1,1])→ TνDiffsσ ,h(S
1 × [−1,1])
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by












= p2id(X ◦ ν
−1) ◦ ν (∂ϕ ◦ ν).
Since the map p2id(X ◦ ν
−1) only depends on z and ν preserves z, we can compute
p2id(X ◦ ν







X1 ◦ ν−1 dϕ.













. Hence, we can change coordinates to
p2id(X ◦ ν
−1) ◦ ν =
∫ 1
0















We define an operator






Then we can rewrite the previous computation as
p2(X1 ◦ ν−1) = p2(X1)
and we finally get for X = X1(∂ϕ ◦ ν) that
P 2ν (X) = p
2(X1)(∂ϕ ◦ ν)
for any ν ∈Diffsσ ,h(S
1 × [−1,1]).
Proposition 4.8. P 2 is a smooth bundle map, i. e. it is smooth in the base point.
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1 × [−1,1])× TνDiffsh(S
1 × [−1,1])
→ TDiffsh(S
1 × [−1,1])|Diffsσ ,h(S1×[−1,1])
(X,Y = Y 1∂ϕ ◦ ν) 7→
(







1 × [−1,1])× TνDiffsh(S
1 × [−1,1])
→ TνDiffsσ ,h(S
1 × [−1,1])× TνDiffsh(S
1 × [−1,1])
(X,Y ) 7→ (Φ−1 ◦ P 2 ◦Φ)(X,Y ).
We compute for Y = Y 1(∂ϕ ◦ ν)














ν+X,p2(Y 1)∂ϕ ◦ (ν+X)
)
= (X,p2(Y 1)∂ϕ ◦ ν).
Since the map
(X,Y ) 7→ p2(Y 1)∂ϕ ◦ ν
is constant in X, it is in particular also smooth in X.
Corollary 4.9. The previous two propositions show that




is a smooth bundle projection.
4.2 Euler equation on Diffsσ ,τ(B)
Recall the result of the variation of energy in Section 2.3: Let vt ∈ TidDiffsσ ,τ(S1 ×






〈wt, v̇t +∇vtvt〉 σ dt (2.9 rev.)
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for any time-dependent wt = wt(z)∂ϕ ∈ TidDiffsσ ,τ(S1× [−1,1]), then vt is a solution to





(∂ϕvt(z))︸     ︷︷     ︸
=0
∂ϕ + vt(z)∇∂ϕ∂ϕ︸ ︷︷ ︸




〈wt, v̇t +∇vtvt〉= 〈wt, v̇t + 0〉
= 〈wt(z)∂ϕ, v̇t(z)∂ϕ〉



















for any wt(z) ∈H s([−1,1],R). This is equivalent to
v̇t(z) = 0.
Proposition 4.10. The previous computation shows that the only solutions to the Euler
equation on S1 × [−1,1] preserving σ and τ are all stationary vector fields of the form
vt = v = v(z)∂ϕ.
The corresponding path νt in Diff
s
σ ,τ(B) then satisfies
ν̇t = vt ◦ νt = (vt(z)∂ϕ) ◦ νt = vt(z)(∂ϕ ◦ νt)






and geodesics on Diffsσ ,τ(B) are given by straight lines.
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4.3 M = B× S1, standard metric
Let M = (S1 × [−1,1]) × S1 π→ B = S1 × [−1,1] be the trivial S1-bundle with stable
Hamiltonian structure ω = π∗σ and λ = dθ + π∗µ for µ = −z
2
2
dϕ. The Reeb vector
field is given by R= ∂θ. We will first consider the standard metric 〈·, ·〉B on B, in which
(∂ϕ,∂z) is an orthonormal basis as in Section 4.1. Then we get two-forms σ = dϕ∧dz
and τ = zσ = zdϕ ∧ dz = dµ on B. We further consider the metric on M = B × S1
defined by
• kerλ⊥ R, i. e. kerλ⊥ ∂θ,
• |R|= 1,
• and for any v,w ∈ kerλx, we have
〈v,w〉x = 〈π∗v,π∗w〉Bπ(x).
Using this metric, the Riemannian volume form on M is given by
vol = ω∧λ= dϕ ∧dz∧dθ.
We will also follow the same steps as in Section 4.1: In Section 4.3.1, we first
show that Diffsω,λ(M) ⊂ Diff
s(M) is a smooth submanifold (which is independent of
the chosen metric). In Section 4.3.2, we compute local charts for the tangent bundle.
In Section 4.3.3, we finally prove for this specific metric, that the induced projection
on each tangent space of Diffsω,λ(M) defines a smooth bundle map.
4.3.1 Smooth submanifold Diffsω,λ(M) ⊂Diff
s(M)
Our first goal is to use Theorem 3.29 to prove
Theorem 4.11. Diffsω,λ(M) ⊂Diff










µ− ν∗µ ∈Z for any γ ∈H1(B;Z)
}
.
We will start with results on µ− ν∗µ.
Lemma 4.12. Let ν ∈Diffsσ ,τ(B). Then µ− ν∗µ is exact.
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Proof. Recall that ν = (ν1,ν2) ∈ Diffsσ ,τ(B) is equivalent to
∂ν1
∂ϕ


















































































Proof of Theorem 4.11. The previous lemma implies that
∫
γ








µ− ν∗µ ∈Z for all γ ∈H1(B;Z)
}
= Diffsσ ,τ(B).
In particular, Ds = Diffsσ ,τ(B) is a smooth submanifold of Diffs(B), so by Theo-
rem 3.29, also Diffsω,λ(B × S
1) ⊂ DiffsR(B × S
1) ⊂ Diffs(B × S1) are smooth submani-
folds.
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for b0 = (0,−1) ∈ S1 × [−1,1].
Corollary 4.13 (see Theorem 3.29). We have smooth diffeomorphisms
Diffsω,λ(B× S
1) Diffsσ ,τ(B)× S1






← [ (ν, θ0)
We will use the rest of this section to explicitly compute the map k : Ds →
H s(B,S1) used in Theorem 3.29 and verify Corollary 3.28, i. e. that k is smooth. Fol-
lowing the construction of k in Lemma 3.23, we start with the cohomology class de-
fined by µ − ν∗µ for ν ∈ Ds. Since [µ − ν∗µ] = [0], we only need to choose α[0] B 0 ∈
Ω[0](B) and the constant map k[0] B 0. As required, α[0] = dk[0]. Then,
µν B µ− ν∗µ−α[0] = µ− ν∗µ.









ην : B× S1→ B× S1,
ην(b,θ)B (ν(b),θ+ kν(b))
is a lift of ν in Diffsω,λ(B× S
1).
To compute ην , recall that any ν = (ν
1,ν2) ∈Diffsσ ,τ(B) = Diffsσ ,h(B) for h(ϕ,z) =
z satisfies



























1 × [−1,1])× S1 =M→M
(b,θ) 7→ (ν(b),θ+ kν(b))
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or explicitly for ν(ϕ,z) = (ϕ+ g(z),z),
((ϕ,z),θ) 7→
(









is an element of Diffsω,λ(M). Note that this also proves that for ν ∈ Diff
s
σ ,τ(B), i. e.
g ∈H s([−1,1],R), we get ην of the same Sobolev class.












Proof. First note that this is a linear map. To show smoothness, we only need to check




















Both g 7→ z
2
2
g(z) and the evaluation g 7→ 1
2
g(−1) are continuous. It remains to com-
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Since s is sufficiently large, H s([−1,1],R) is a Hilbert algebra and hence
‖zg(z)‖2H s−1 ≤ ‖z‖
2


















































= 4‖g‖2H s .
Corollary 4.15. The map
k : Diffsσ ,τ(B)→H s(B,R)(
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4.3.2 Charts for TDiffs(M) and its submanifolds
In this subsection (and only in this subsection), we consider the standard (orthonor-
mal) metric on (S1 × [−1,1])× S1, i. e. ∂ϕ, ∂z and ∂θ form an orthonormal basis.
Adapting Corollary 2.7 to our situation yields the local bundle trivializations
Φ : TηDiff
s((S1 × [−1,1])× S1)× TηDiffs((S1 × [−1,1])× S1)









around η ∈Diffs((S1 × [−1,1])× S1). Recall that
TηDiff
s((S1 × [−1,1])× S1) = TidDiffs((S1 × [−1,1])× S1) ◦ η
= Xs((S1 × [−1,1])× S1) ◦ η,
hence ∂ϕ ◦η, ∂z ◦η and ∂θ ◦η generate TηDiffs((S1× [−1,1])×S1). Write X = Xϕ(∂ϕ ◦






where we define the addition component wise.
We now compute ∇2 exp(η(ϕ,z,θ),X(ϕ,z,θ)). Let p B (ϕ,z,θ) ∈ S
1 × [−1,1] and x ∈
Tp((S
1×[−1,1])×S1), i. e. (p,x) ∈ T ((S1×[−1,1])×S1). Recall the definition in Eq. (2.2),
∇2 exp(p,x) : Tp((S
1 × [−1,1])× S1)→ Texpp(x)((S
1 × [−1,1])× S1)
∇2 exp(p,x) B (Tx exp)|T v(p,x)T ((S1×[−1,1])×S1)




Following [Dom62], let ϕ,z,θ be the coordinates on (S1 × [−1,1]) × S1 and let τ :
T ((S1 × [−1,1])× S1)→ (S1 × [−1,1])× S1 denote the canonical projection. Then
v1 B ϕ ◦ τ , v2 B z ◦ τ , v3 B θ ◦ τ ,
v4 B dϕ, v5 B dz, v6 B dθ
are coordinates on T ((S1 × [−1,1])×S1) and ∂
∂vi
for i = 1, . . . ,6 is a basis of T T ((S1 ×
[−1,1])× S1). Since
T v(p,x)T ((S
1 × [−1,1])× S1) = ker(T τ |T(p,x)T ((S1×[−1,1])×S1)),







∈ T(p,x)T ((S1× [−1,1])×S1), f (ϕ,z,θ) ∈ C∞((S1× [−1,1])×S1,R)
and compute for












































◦ τ + a2
∂f
∂z


















To compute the connection map K , first note that since our metric is constant


















Restricting K(p,x) to T
v
(p,x)T ((S
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Finally, we compute
(Tx expp)|T v(p,x)T ((S1×[−1,1])×S1) :
T v(p,x)T ((S
1 × [−1,1]) × S1)→ Texpp(x)(S
1 × [−1,1]) × S1.









∈ T v(p,x)T ((S
1 × [−1,1]) × S1) and a function



























































































Combining our results for K−1(p,x) and Tx expp yields for Eq. (4.3)
∇2 expp : Tη(ϕ,z,θ)(S
1 × [−1,1])× S1→ Texpη(ϕ,z,θ)X(η(ϕ,z,θ))(S
1 × [−1,1])× S1
v1∂ϕ + v
2∂z+ v
3∂θ 7→ v1∂ϕ + v2∂z+ v3∂θ,
where the tangent vectors ∂ϕ, ∂z and ∂θ are evaluated at the respective base points
η(ϕ,z,θ) and expη(ϕ,z,θ)X(η(ϕ,z,θ)) = (η+X)(ϕ,z,θ). Finally, the local bundle triv-
ializations are given by
Φ(X,Y ) =
(
η+X, Y 1∂ϕ ◦ (η+X) + Y 2∂z ◦ (η+X) + Y 3∂θ ◦ (η+X)
)
.
Theorem 4.16. (a) For any η ∈DiffsR((S




1 × [−1,1])× S1)× TηDiffsR((S
1 × [−1,1])× S1)
→ TDiffsR((S
1 × [−1,1]) × S1)
is a local bundle trivialization for a neighbourhood of η in TDiffsR((S
1×[−1,1])×S1).
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(b) For any η ∈Diffsω,λ((S




1 × [−1,1])× S1)× TηDiffsR((S
1 × [−1,1])× S1)
→ TDiffsR((S
1 × [−1,1]) × S1)
is a local bundle trivialization for a neighbourhood of η in TDiffsR((S
1 × [−1,1]) ×
S1)|Diffsω,λ((S1×[−1,1])×S1).
Proof. For part (a), we have to show
• that for (X,Y ) ∈ TηDiffsR((S
1 × [−1,1])×S1)×TηDiffsR((S
1 × [−1,1])×S1), we get
Φ(X,Y ) ∈DiffsR((S
1 × [−1,1])× S1) with
Φ(X,Y ) =
(
η+X, Y ϕ∂ϕ ◦ (η+X) + Y z∂z ◦ (η+X) + Y θ∂θ ◦ (η+X)
)
for Y = Y ϕ∂ϕ ◦ η+ Y z∂z ◦ η+ Y θ∂θ ◦ η.
• and that for any η̃ ∈ DiffsR(B × S
1) and Z ∈ Tη̃DiffsR(B × S





1) such that Z = Φ(X,Y ).
For the first step, since the tangent vector of Φ(X,Y ) satisfies Y ϕ∂ϕ ◦ (η+X)+Y z∂z ◦
(η+X) + Y θ∂θ ◦ (η+X) ∈ Tη+XDiffs((S1 × [−1,1])× S1), we need to check that
η+X ∈DiffsR((S




Y ϕ∂ϕ ◦ (η+X) + Y z∂z ◦ (η+X) + Y θ∂θ ◦ (η+X)
)
= 0.


















































For the second part, let η̃ ∈DiffsR(B×S
1) and Z ∈ Tη̃DiffsR(B×S
1). Note that since both
η, η̃ ∈DiffsR(B×S
1), the first two components ηϕ,ηz and η̃ϕ, η̃z, resp., only depend on
ϕ and z, whereas the last components ηθ and η̃θ are of the form θ+ k(ηϕ ,ηz)(ϕ,z) and
θ+ k(η̃ϕ ,η̃z)(ϕ,z), resp. This implies that all three of the maps
(ϕ,z,θ) 7→ η̃ϕ(ϕ,z,θ)− ηϕ(ϕ,z,θ)
(ϕ,z,θ) 7→ η̃z(ϕ,z,θ)− ηz(ϕ,z,θ)
(ϕ,z,θ) 7→ η̃θ(ϕ,z,θ)− ηθ(ϕ,z,θ)
only depend onϕ and z, and not on θ. The first and last define elements ofH s(B,S1) =
H s(S1 × [−1,1],S1), which we can lift to Xϕ,Xz ∈ H s(S1 × [−1,1],R). The second
already maps into R, i. e. defines an element Xz ∈ H s(S1 × [−1,1],R). We let X B
























A similar computation proves part (b).
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4.3.3 Smooth orthogonal bundle projection
Since DiffsR(B × S
1) ⊂ Diffs(B × S1) is totally geodesic (see Theorem 2.2 in [EP13]), it
only remains to show that the orthogonal projection



























We let V ∈ TidDiffsR(B × S
1), i. e. V = V ϕ(ϕ,z)∂ϕ + V
z(ϕ,z)∂z + V
θ(ϕ,z)∂θ. Since
any element v ∈ TidDiffsσ ,τ(B) is of the form v = v(z)∂ϕ, we further define pBid(V ) ∈
H s([−1,1],R) and pRid(V ) ∈R by











For any V ∈ TidDiffsR(B × S
1), we have Pid(V ) ∈ TidDiffsω,λ(B × S
1), i. e. the coefficient
pBid(V ) ∈ H
s([−1,1],R) only depends on z and pRid(V ) ∈ R is constant. Then for any
W ∈ TidDiffsω,λ(B× S
1), i. e.







we need to have
0 !=
(
































V ϕ − pBid(V )
)
〈∂ϕ, W 〉+V z〈∂z, W 〉
+
(
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V θ dϕ − Tidk(pBid(V )∂ϕ)
]
dz − 2pRid(V ),














V θ dϕ − Tidk(pBid(V )∂ϕ)
]
dz. (4.10)
Lemma 4.17. For any z ∈ [−1,1] and functions b(ζ) and u(ζ), we have∫ 1
z


























Proof. First note that by Eq. (3.6),
Tidk(u∂ϕ)
(3.6)
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b(α)dα · ζu(ζ)dζ. (4.15)
Plugging Eq. (4.15) back into Eq. (4.14) yield∫ 1
z

























































































+ (ζ − z)ζ
]
u(ζ)dζ
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We will also need Eq. (4.11) for z = −1:∫ 1
−1
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Note that the coefficient of w(−1) vanishes because of the definition of pRid(V ) in




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































V ϕ dϕ − pBid(V )



























































































































































Define a linear operator K : H s([−1,1],R)→ H s([−1,1],R) by the green part of
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Lemma 4.18. The operator id+K : H s([−1,1],R)→H s([−1,1],R) is injective.
Proof. Since id + K is linear, this is equivalent to showing that (id + K)(u)(z) ≡ 0




















Note that this equation immediately implies
0 = u(−1),
0 = u(0),









































Hence, let w(z) B
u(z)
z
with initial conditions w(1) = 0 = w(−1) and the previous

















































The last equation is equivalent to
0 = w′′(z)− z2w(z). (4.24)






for the parabolic cylinder function D−1/2(z). Using the intial conditions w(1) = 0 =
w(−1), we have


















2i) ∈ R\{0}, adding those
two equations yields
0 = c1 + c2
and the first equation can be written as













︸                             ︷︷                             ︸
,0
.
This implies c2 = −c1 = 0. Therefore, the only possible solution is w(z) ≡ 0 and hence
u(z) ≡ 0.
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hence (w′)2(z) + z2w2(z) ≡ 0, which implies w(z) ≡ 0 and u(z) ≡ 0.
At η ∈Diffsω,λ(B× S






V 7→ Pη(V ) = (TRη ◦ Pid ◦ TRη−1)(V ).
If we write
V = V ϕ(∂ϕ ◦ η) +V z(∂z ◦ η) +V θ(∂θ ◦ η),
then
TRη−1(V ) = (V
ϕ ◦ η−1)∂ϕ + (V z ◦ η−1)∂z+ (V θ ◦ η−1)∂θ
and























id(TRη−1(V ))∂ϕ) ◦ η+ p
R
id(TRη−1(V )) ◦ η
)
(∂θ ◦ η)
































V ϕ ◦ η−1 dϕ+
∫
S1













V ϕ ◦ η−1 dϕ+
∫
S1































































V ϕ ◦ η−1 dϕ+
∫
S1


























































Proof. Around any η ∈DiffsR(S




1 × [−1,1])× TηDiffsR(S
1 × [−1,1])
→ TηDiffsω,λ(S
1 × [−1,1])× TηDiffsR(S
1 × [−1,1])
(X,Y ) 7→ (Φ−1 ◦ P ◦Φ)(X,Y ).
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and we get for Y = Y ϕ∂ϕ ◦ η+ Y z∂z ◦ η+ Y θ∂θ ◦ η that










ϕ∂ϕ ◦ (η+X) + Y z∂z ◦ (η+X) + Y θ∂θ ◦ (η+X))
)
= Φ−1
pBid(TR(η+X)−1(Y ϕ∂ϕ ◦ (η+X) + Y z∂z ◦ (η+X)











Y ϕ∂ϕ ◦ (η+X) + Y z∂z ◦ (η+X)








Y ϕ∂ϕ ◦ (η+X) + Y z∂z ◦ (η+X)





































(Φ−1 ◦ P ◦Φ)(X,Y ) =
= Φ−1
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Since the first component of this map is the identity and the second component is
independent of X, this map is smooth in the base point X. Hence, P is a smooth
bundle map.





















Hence, we can write any V ∈ TidDiffsω,λ(B× S
1) as





Recall the result of the variation of energy in Section 2.3: Let Vt ∈ TidDiffsω,λ(B×







〈Wt, V̇t +∇VtVt〉 vol dt (2.9 rev.)
for any time-dependent Wt = wt(z)∂ϕ + (Tidk(wt) + dt)∂θ ∈ TidDiffsω,λ(B × S
1), then
Vt is a solution to the Euler equation. We first compute
〈∂ϕ,∂θ〉= 〈∂ϕ −µ(∂ϕ)∂θ︸           ︷︷           ︸
∈kerλ
,∂θ〉
︸                  ︷︷                  ︸
=0
+ 〈µ(∂ϕ)∂θ,∂θ〉︸           ︷︷           ︸
=µ(∂ϕ)
= µ(∂ϕ),
〈∂ϕ,∂ϕ〉= 〈∂ϕ −µ(∂ϕ)∂θ,∂ϕ −µ(∂ϕ)∂θ〉+ 2µ(∂ϕ)〈∂ϕ,∂θ〉 −µ(∂ϕ)2〈∂θ,∂θ〉
= 〈∂ϕ,∂ϕ〉B+ 2µ(∂ϕ)µ(∂ϕ)−µ(∂ϕ)2
= 〈∂ϕ,∂ϕ〉B+ µ(∂ϕ)2.
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In particular, 〈∂ϕ,∂ϕ〉 is independent of θ. We use these computations for
∇VtVt = ∇vt(z)∂ϕ+(Tidk(vt)+ct)∂θ
(




vt(z)∂ϕ + (Tidk(vt) + ct)∂θ
)
+ (Tidk(vt) + ct)∇∂θ
(




vt(z)∇∂ϕ∂ϕ + (Tidk(vt) + ct)∇∂ϕ∂θ
)
+ (Tidk(vt) + ct)
(
vt(z)∇∂θ∂ϕ + (Tidk(vt) + ct)∇∂θ∂θ
)
= v2t (z)∇∂ϕ∂ϕ + vt(z)(Tidk(vt) + ct)∇∂ϕ∂θ
(Tidk(vt) + ct)vt(z)∇∂θ∂ϕ + (Tidk(vt) + ct)
2∇∂θ∂θ.















2〈∇∂θ∂θ,∂ϕ〉= 2∂θ 〈∂θ,∂ϕ〉︸   ︷︷   ︸
=µ(∂ϕ)︸       ︷︷       ︸
=0
−∂ϕ 〈∂θ,∂θ〉︸   ︷︷   ︸










Note that all these computations – except for Eqs. (4.27) and (4.28) – do not rely on
the specific form of µ or the chosen metric on B, but just on the fact that 〈∂ϕ,∂ϕ〉B and
µ(∂ϕ) are functions on B and do not depend on θ. Then
〈Wt,∇VtVt〉= 0
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This implies v̇t = 0 (as the coefficient of ∂ϕ) and then also ċt = 0.
Proposition 4.22. The previous computation shows that the only solutions to the Euler
equation on M = B × S1 preserving ω and λ are all stationary vector fields of the form





4.5 B= S1 × [−1,1], general metric
In the following sections, we will generalize the situation to an arbitrary Riemannian
metric 〈·, ·〉 on B = S1 × [−1,1]. The Riemannian area form is then given by σb B
b(ϕ,z)σ for some smooth map b ∈ C∞(B,R), which is nowhere 0. We will still let
τb B hσb = zb(ϕ,z)σ .
Proposition 4.23. Let 〈·, ·〉 be a Riemannian metric on B with Riemannian area form
σb = b(ϕ,z)dϕ ∧ dz. There is a diffeomorphism ρ of B such that ρ preserves z and the
Riemannian area form ρ∗σb of the pullback metric satisfies ρ
∗σb = a(z)σ C σa for some
smooth function a ∈ C∞([−1,1],R) that only depends on z.
Proof. We first lift b : S1 × [−1,1] → R to a smooth function bR : R × [−1,1] → R
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(x,z) = bR(x,z) , 0,
Bz is an isomorphism with inverse B
−1
z . We define a diffeomorphism ρR by
ρR : R× [−1,1]→R× [−1,1]
(x,z) 7→
(
B−1z (a(z) · x),z
)
.
Then the first component of ρR satisfies
ρ1R(x+ 1,z) = B
−1
z (a(z) · (x+ 1))
= B−1z (a(z) · x+ a(z))
= B−1z (a(z) · x) + 1
= ρ1R(x,z) + 1,
hence ρR descends to a diffeomorphism ρ of the cylinder S1 × [−1,1], defined by
ρ : S1 × [−1,1]→ S1 × [−1,1]
(ϕ,z) 7→
(
B−1z (a(z) · x) mod 1, z
)
for any representative x ∈ R of ϕ ∈ S1  R/Z. Then ρ preserves z and for any repre-
sentative x ∈R of ϕ ∈ S1 R/Z, we have that
ρ∗σb = (ρ
∗b)ρ∗(dϕ ∧dz)
= (b ◦ ρ)(ϕ,z)dρ1 ∧dρ2
= (b ◦ ρ)(ϕ,z)
∂ρ1
∂ϕ


























a(z) · x · σ
= a(z) · σ
is independent of ϕ.
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Using this proposition and Lemma 3.30, we can w. l. o. g. assume that we have a
Riemannian metric on S1 × [−1,1] such that the Riemannian area form is of the form













∣∣∣ ν∗σa = σa}.
We let ν ∈ Diffsh(S
1 × [−1,1]), i. e. ν(ϕ,z) = (ν1(ϕ,z),z) and analyze the condition
ν∗σa = σa:




= a ◦ ν︸︷︷︸


















with the last identity being shown in the proof of Proposition 4.3.
Corollary 4.4 then shows that Diffsσa,τa(B) = Diff
s
σ ,h(B) is a smooth submanifold
of Diffs(B).
In the second part of this section, we have to show that the orthogonal projections
in each fibre form a smooth bundle map




Again, we split the map in two projections P = P 2 ◦ P 1 for





P 2 : TDiffsh(S
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We first compute P 1id. Let X = X
1∂ϕ+X
2∂z ∈ TidDiffs(S1× [−1,1]). Then we must have
P 1id(X) = p
1
id(X)∂ϕ
for some operator p1id such that p
1
id(X) ∈ H



































P 1id : TidDiff














s(S1 × [−1,1]) = TidDiffs(S1 × [−1,1]) ◦ ν.
For any X = X1∂ϕ ◦ν+X2∂z ◦ν ∈ TνDiffs(S1× [−1,1]), the projection P 1ν (X) has to be
of the form
P 1ν (X) = p
1
ν(X)∂ϕ ◦ ν ∈ TνDiffsh(S
1 × [−1,1])
for p1ν(X) ∈H s(S1 × [−1,1],R). For any Y 1∂ϕ ◦ ν, we need to have
0 !=
(


















〈∂ϕ ◦ ν,∂ϕ ◦ ν〉ν(ϕ,z)
−X2〈∂z ◦ ν,∂ϕ ◦ ν〉ν(ϕ,z)
)
a(z)dϕ ∧dz

















and we get for X = X1∂ϕ ◦ ν+X2∂z ◦ ν,
P 1ν (X) =




We now want to show that combining all P 1ν yields a smooth bundle projection.
Note that even though we used the standard metric to compute the trivializations
(4.4), they are still trivializations even if we work with a different Riemannian metric
in this section.
Proposition 4.25. P 1 : TDiffs(S1 × [−1,1])|Diffsh(S1×[−1,1]) → TDiff
s
h(S
1 × [−1,1]) is a
smooth bundle projection, i. e. P 1 is smooth in the base point.




1 × [−1,1])× TνDiffs(S1 × [−1,1])
→ TνDiffsh(S
1 × [−1,1])× TνDiffs(S1 × [−1,1])
(X,Y ) 7→ (Φ−1 ◦ P 1 ◦Φ)(X,Y )
and



























Theorem 1.2 in [IKT13] shows that for any smooth f ∈ C∞(S1 × [−1,1],R), the left
translation
Diffs(S1 × [−1,1])→H s(S1 × [−1,1],R)
ν 7→ f ◦ ν
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is smooth. Since both
〈∂z,∂ϕ〉
〈∂ϕ,∂ϕ〉
: S1 × [−1,1] → R and the exponential function are




1 × [−1,1]) → Diffsσ ,h(S
1 × [−1,1]) → H s(S1 × [−1,1],R)





is smooth. Since s >
1
2
dim(S1 × [−1,1]) + 1, the product of two H s-functions is again
an H s-map. This implies that





is smooth and hence, P 1 is a smooth bundle map.
We now let P 2 : TDiffsh(B)|Diffsσa ,h(B) → TDiff
s
σah
(B) denote the orthogonal pro-
jection of the tangent bundle with restriction P 2id B P
2|TidDiffsh(S1×[−1,1]). Recall that
Diffsσa,h(B) is locally diffeomorphic to H





(S1 × [−1,1]) = H s([−1,1],R)∂ϕ
and for ν ∈Diffsσa,h(S




(S1 × [−1,1]) = TidDiffsσa,h(S
1 × [−1,1]) ◦ ν
= H s([−1,1],R) ◦ ν2 · (∂ϕ ◦ ν)
= H s([−1,1],R) ◦ z · (∂ϕ ◦ ν)
= H s([−1,1],R) · (∂ϕ ◦ ν).
Lemma 4.26. The orthogonal projection P 2id is given by
P 2id : TidDiff
s
h(S
1 × [−1,1])→ TidDiffsσ ,h(S
1 × [−1,1])
X = X1∂ϕ 7→ p2(X1)∂ϕ
for









Proof. We first note that for any X ∈ TidDiffsh(S




1 × [−1,1]), hence it can be written in the form p2(X1)∂ϕ for
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some map p2(X1) ∈ H s([−1,1],R). Furthermore, for any X1∂ϕ ∈ TidDiffsh(S
1 × [−1,1])
and any Y = Y 1∂ϕ ∈ TidDiffsσ ,h(S
1 × [−1,1]), we have
(P 2id(X)−X, Y ) =
∫
S1×[−1,1]

























































































Let ν ∈ Diffsσ ,h(S
1 × [−1,1]). Since ν preserves the area form σ , both the metric
and orthogonal projection are right invariant and we can compute
P 2ν : TνDiff
s
h(S
1 × [−1,1])→ TνDiffsσ ,h(S
1 × [−1,1])
X = X1(∂ϕ ◦ ν) 7→ (TRν ◦ P 2id ◦ TRν−1)(X)
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which equals for X = X1(∂ϕ ◦ ν)
P 2ν (X) = (TRν ◦ P 2id ◦ TRν−1)(X)








= p2(X1 ◦ ν−1) ◦ ν(∂ϕ ◦ ν)
= p2(X1 ◦ ν−1)(∂ϕ ◦ ν)
since p2(X1 ◦ ν−1) only depends on z and ν preserves z. Furthermore,
p2(X1 ◦ ν−1) =
∫ 1
0 (X














P 2ν (X) = p





1(ψ,z)(〈∂ϕ,∂ϕ〉 ◦ ν)(ψ,z)dψ∫ 1
0 〈∂ϕ,∂ϕ〉(ψ,z) dψ
(∂ϕ ◦ ν).
Proposition 4.27. P 2 is a smooth bundle map, i. e. it is smooth in the base point.




1 × [−1,1])× TνDiffsh(S
1 × [−1,1])
→ TDiffsh(S
1 × [−1,1])|Diffsσ ,h(S1×[−1,1])
(X,Y = Y 1∂ϕ ◦ ν) 7→
(







1 × [−1,1])× TνDiffsh(S
1 × [−1,1])
→ TνDiffsh(S
1 × [−1,1])× TνDiffsh(S
1 × [−1,1])
(X,Y ) 7→ (Φ−1 ◦ P 2 ◦Φ)(X,Y ).
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We compute for X,Y = Y 1∂ϕ ◦ ν ∈ TνDiffsh(S
1 × [−1, ,1])


















X, p2(Y 1 ◦ (ν+X)−1)∂ϕ ◦ ν
)
.
Hence, we need to check whether the map









is smooth in X. Since 〈∂ϕ,∂ϕ〉 : S1 × [−1,1] → R is smooth, Theorem 1.2 in [IKT13]
implies that
X 7→ 〈∂ϕ,∂ϕ〉 ◦ (ν+X)
is smooth as in the proof of Proposition 4.25. Hence, P 2 is a smooth bundle map.
Corollary 4.28. The previous two lemmas show that




is a smooth bundle map.
4.6 Euler equation on Diffsσa,τa(B)
Recall the result of the variation of energy in Section 2.3: Let vt ∈ TidDiffsσa,τa(S
1 ×






〈w, v̇+∇vv〉 σa dt (2.9 rev.)
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for any time-dependent wt = wt(z)∂ϕ ∈ TidDiffsσa,τa(S
1 × [−1,1]), then vt is a solution
to the Euler equation. Let us use this information to compute






















Since the coefficients of wt and vt only depend on z, we compute the integral∫
S1×[−1,1]






























































〈wt, v̇t +∇vtvt〉 (adϕ ∧dz) for any wt(z)











Proposition 4.29. The previous computation shows that the only solutions to the Euler
equation on S1 × [−1,1] preserving σa and τa are all stationary vector fields of the form
vt = v = v(z)∂ϕ.
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4.7 M = B× S1, general metric
Let M = (S1 × [−1,1]) × S1 π→ B = S1 × [−1,1] be the trivial S1-bundle with stable
Hamiltonian structure ωb = π
∗σb = π
∗(bσ ) and λb,r = dθ+π
∗µb,r for




with r̃ ∈R. In particular, mb,r̃(ϕ,−1) ≡ r̃. Then we get two-forms σb = b(ϕ,z)dϕ ∧dz
and
τb = dµb,r̃ = −
∂mb,r̃
∂z
dz∧dϕ = zb(ϕ,z)dϕ ∧dz = h(z)b(ϕ,z)dϕ ∧dz
on B, as in the last section.
This seemingly random choice for µb,r corresponds to dealing with one represen-
tative of each cohomology class in the following sense: Let µ, µ̃ be two one-forms
corresponding to the same two-form τ on B, then dµ = τ = dµ̃, hence those two
one-forms differ by a closed form. Any closed form can be written as the sum of an
exact form and an element of H1(B). We will deal with adding exact one-forms in
Section 4.9 and H1(B) R is generated by r̃dϕ for r̃ ∈R.
Remark. Please note that this choice for µb,1/2 is equal to the one in Section 4.3. Here,



























As in Section 4.3, we consider the metric on M = B× S1 defined by
• kerλb,r̃ ⊥ R= ∂θ,
• |R|= 1,
• and for any v,w ∈ ker(λb,r̃)x ⊂ TxM, we have
〈v,w〉x = 〈π∗v,π∗w〉Bπ(x).
Using this metric, the Riemannian volume form on M is given by
vol = λb,r̃ ∧ωb = b(ϕ,z)dθ ∧dz∧dϕ.
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We want to lift the diffeomorphism ρ : S1×[−1,1]→ S1×[−1,1] in Section 4.5 (con-
structed in Proposition 4.23) as in Corollary 3.33. Recall the construction in Proposi-
tion 4.23
ρ : S1 × [−1,1]→ S1 × [−1,1]
(ϕ,z) 7→
(
B−1z (a(z) · x) mod 1, z
)




bR(y,z)dy and a(z) = B(1,z) =
∫ 1
0





Lemma 4.30. The diffeomorphism ρ in Proposition 4.23 lifts to a diffeomorphism ρM :
M→M such that (ρM)∗ωb = ωa and (ρM)∗λb,r̃ = λa,r .
Proof. Since H1(B;Z) is generated by γ = [S
1 × {−1}], it suffices to compute∫
γ
(µa,r − ρ∗µb,r̃) =
∫ 1
0










1(ϕ,−1),−1)︸                   ︷︷                   ︸
=r̃
ρ∗(dϕ)




= 0 ∈ Z,
as required by Corollary 3.33.
Hence, we can wlog assume that our stable Hamiltonian structure is given by
ωa = π
∗σa and λa,r = dθ+π
∗µa,r for a(z) ∈ C∞([−1,1],R) and r ∈R.
Our first goal is to use Theorem 3.29 to prove
Theorem 4.31. Diffsωa,λa,r (M) ⊂Diff











(µa,r − ν∗µa,r) ∈Z for any γ ∈H1(B;Z)
}
.
We will start with results on µa,r − ν∗µa,r .
Lemma 4.32. Let ν ∈Diffsσa,τa(B). Then µa,r − ν
∗µa,r is exact.
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Proof. Recall that ν = (ν1,ν2) ∈Diffsσa,τa(B) = Diff
s




ν2(ϕ,z) = z, hence we can write ν1(ϕ,z) = ϕ+ g(z) and get


























= µa,r − ν∗µa,r .
Proof of Theorem 4.31. The previous lemma implies that
∫
γ












by Proposition 4.24. In particular, Dsa,r = Diffsσ ,τ(B) is a smooth submanifold of the
full diffeomorphism group Diffs(B), so by Theorem 3.29 also Diffsωa,λa,r (B × S
1) ⊂
DiffsR(B× S
1) ⊂Diffs(B× S1) are smooth submanifolds.
Recall the map ka,r : Dsa,r → H s(B,S1) used in Theorem 3.29. Following the con-
struction of ka,r in Lemma 3.23, we start with the cohomology class defined by µa,r −
ν∗µa,r for ν ∈ Ds. Since [µa,r − ν∗µa,r ] = [0], we only need to choose α[0] B 0 ∈Ω[0](B)
and the constant function (ka,r)[0] B 0. As required, α[0] = d(ka,r)[0]. Then,
(µa,r)ν B µa,r − ν∗µa,r −α[0] = µa,r − ν∗µa,r .
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← [ (ν, θ0)
We will now explicitly verify Corollary 3.28, i. e. that ka,r is smooth. To compute
the lift ην
ην : B× S1→ B× S1,
ην(x,θ)B (ν(x),θ+ (ka,r)ν(x))
of ν in Diffsωa,λa,r (B× S
1), recall that any






























1 × [−1,1])× S1 =M→M
(b,θ) 7→ (ν(b),θ+ (ka,r)ν(x))
or explicitly for ν(ϕ,z) = (ν1(ϕ,z),z),
((ϕ,z),θ) 7→
(










is an element of Diffsωa,λa,r (M).
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Proof. We will use the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 4.14. Since this map









m′a,r(ζ)︸  ︷︷  ︸
=a(ζ)ζ
g(ζ)dζ






The maps g 7→ma,r · g and g 7→ rg(−1) are continuous, so it only remains to compute
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Since s is sufficiently large, H s([−1,1],R) is a Hilbert algebra and hence









































(ka,r)ν : (ϕ,z) 7→
∫ (ϕ,z)
(0,−1)






In the second part of this section, we want to show that the orthogonal projection
P : TDiffsR(B× S




is a smooth bundle map.
To that end, we first compute all the metric coefficients. Recall from Section 3.6
that R= ∂θ has length 1 and is perpendicular to kerλa,r for λa,r = dθ+π
∗µa,r with




Hence, any element of kerλa,r is of the form v − µa,r(v)∂θ for v ∈ X(B). Then we can
compute
〈∂θ,∂θ〉= 1,
〈∂ϕ,∂θ〉= 〈∂ϕ −µa,r(∂ϕ)∂θ, ∂θ〉︸                      ︷︷                      ︸
=0
+µa,r(∂ϕ) 〈∂θ,∂θ〉︸   ︷︷   ︸
=1
= 0+ µa,r(∂ϕ),
〈∂ϕ,∂ϕ〉= 〈∂ϕ −µa,r(∂ϕ)∂θ, ∂ϕ −µa,r(∂ϕ)∂θ〉
+ 2µa,r(∂ϕ)〈∂ϕ,∂θ〉 −µa,r(∂ϕ)2〈∂θ,∂θ〉
= 〈∂ϕ,∂ϕ〉B+ 2µa,r(∂ϕ)2 −µa,r(∂ϕ)2
= 〈∂ϕ,∂ϕ〉B+ µa,r(∂ϕ)2,
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〈∂z,∂θ〉= 〈∂z −µa,r(∂z)∂θ, ∂θ〉+ µa,r(∂z)〈∂θ,∂θ〉
= 0+ µa,r(∂z)
= 0,








and also for b = (ϕ,z) and b0 = (0,−1)




















Let now V ∈ TidDiffsR(B × S
1), i. e. V = V ϕ(ϕ,z)∂ϕ + V
z(ϕ,z)∂z + V
θ(ϕ,z)∂θ. We
further define pBid : TidDiff
s
R(B×S















For any V ∈ TidDiffsR,vol(B× S
1), we have Pid(V ) ∈ TidDiffsωa,λa,r (B× S
1), i. e. pBid(V )(z)
only depends on z and pRid(V ) ∈R. Then for any W ∈ TidDiff
s
ωa,λa,r
(B× S1), i. e.
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with w ∈H s([−1,1],R) and x ∈R arbitrary, we need to have
0 !=
(
































V ϕ − pBid(V )(z)
)
〈∂ϕ, W 〉+V z〈∂z, W 〉
+
(























































































+V z · 〈∂z,∂ϕ〉B
+
(































































































































a(z)dz︸       ︷︷       ︸
Cvola(B×S1)
·pRid(V ),
which is equivalent to












V θ dϕ − Tidka,r(pBid(V )(z)∂ϕ)
]
a(z)dz. (4.33)
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Note that for any z ∈ [−1,1] and functions b(ζ) and u(ζ), we have∫ 1
z











































































Plugging Eq. (4.35) back into Eq. (4.34) yields∫ 1
z
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For z = −1, this is∫ 1
−1




















































Plugging Eq. (4.37) for b = a and u = pBid(V )(z) into Eq. (4.33) yields
























































































a(ζ)dζ · za(z)pBid(V )(z)dz
+ rvola(B× S1) · pBid(V )(−1). (4.38)
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For the second integral (i. e. the last two lines in the previous equation), we use
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a(ζ)dζ · za(z)pBid(V )(z)dz



















a(ζ)dζ · za(z)pBid(V )(z)dz
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a(ζ)dζ · pRid(V )












































































































































a(β)dβ · ζa(ζ)pBid(V )(ζ)dζ
]




a(ζ)dζ, i. e. A(z) is the antiderivative of a(z) satisfying A(−1) = 0.


































































































































































































































































〈∂ϕ,∂ϕ〉Bdϕ and define a linear operator K : H s→H s by












and a linear operator R : H s(B,R)×H s(B,R)×H s(B,R)→H s([−1,1],R) by
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V ϕ ◦ η−1〈∂ϕ,∂ϕ〉Bdϕ+
∫
S1








V ϕ ◦ η−1 dϕ+
∫
S1












V ϕ ◦ η−1 dϕ+
∫
S1






V ϕ · 〈∂ϕ,∂ϕ〉B ◦ ηdϕ+
∫
S1





























is smooth in η.
Lemma 4.36. Let k1,k2 ∈ C∞([−1,1],R) be smooth. Any operator F : H s([−1,1],R) →
H s([−1,1],R) of the form









Proof. (a) Since F has its image generated by k2, it is an operator of rank 1 and
therefore compact.
(b) Since multiplication with a smooth function is continuous, we only have to
check that F̄(u)(z) =
∫ z
−1
u(ζ)dζ is compact. Note that F̄ is actually a bounded















































≤ 5‖u‖2H s .
Hence, F̄ : H s → H s+1 is continuous. Furthermore, the inclusion H s+1 ↪→ H s is
compact by the Sobolev lemma. Therefore, we can write F as the composition of
a compact operator with continuous operators, which implies that F is compact.
Corollary 4.37. The operator K defined in Eq. (4.43) is compact.








































then each of the summands is compact by the previous lemma.
Hence, id +K is a Fredholm operator of degree 0 and our goal is to invert it. To
that end, we first compute its kernel.
Lemma 4.38. The operator id+K is injective.




(u) ≡ 0 is




(u) = 0. Multiplying this
equation with f (z) , 0 yields



















In particular, we immediately get
0 = f (−1)︸︷︷︸
,0
·u(−1) ⇒ 0 = u(−1),
0 = f (0)︸︷︷︸
,0
·u(0) ⇒ 0 = u(0),
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0 = f (1)︸︷︷︸
,0
·u(1) ⇒ 0 = u(1).
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and our initial conditions become w̃(−1) = 0 = w̃(1). We change coordinates from z









0 = w′′(y)−F(y)2w(y) (4.46)
with initial conditions w(0) = 0 = w(A(1)). We multiply this equation by w(y) to get
0 = w′′(y)w(y)−F(y)2w(y)2.

























Hence, any solution to Eq. (4.46) also satisfies Eq. (4.47). Since the integrand w′(y)2 +
F(y)2w(y)2 ≥ 0, we in particular get
0 = w′(y)2 + F(y)2w(y)2,




By the Fredholm alternative, id + K is invertible and (id + K)−1 : H s → H s is a
bounded linear operator and hence smooth. Equation (4.42) is now equivalent to




R(V ϕ,V z,V θ)(z)
)
,
which can be used to define pBid(V ). Then, Eq. (4.38) defines p
R
id(V ):


















a(ζ)dζ · za(z)pBid(V )(z)dz
(4.38 rev.)
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and, finally, we can define


















V 7→ (TRη ◦ Pid ◦ TRη−1)(V )
defines a smooth bundle map




Proof. We first compute


































since all coefficients either only depend on z, which is preserved by η, or are constant.
If we write V = V ϕ∂ϕ ◦ η + V z∂z ◦ η + V θ∂θ ◦ η, then V ◦ η−1 = V ϕ ◦ η−1∂ϕ + V z ◦
η−1∂z+V





R(V ϕ ◦ η−1,V z ◦ η−1,V θ ◦ η−1)(z)
)
is smooth in η (see page 140). Also,









V ϕ ◦ η−1 dϕ+
∫
S1




























a(ζ)dζ · za(z)pBid(V ◦ η
−1)(z)dz
is smooth in η, hence Pη is smooth in η.
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4.8 Euler equation on Diffsωa,λa,r (M)
Recall the result of the variation of energy in Section 2.3: Let Vt ∈ TidDiffsωa,λa,r (B×S
1)
be a time-dependent vector field, i. e. Vt is of the form











〈Wt, V̇t +∇VtVt〉 vol dt (2.9 revisited)






then Vt is a solution to the Euler equation. We now compute
∇VtVt = ∇vt(z)∂ϕ+(Tidka,r (vt(z)∂ϕ)+ct)∂θ
(




vt(z)∂ϕ + (Tidka,r(vt(z)∂ϕ) + ct)∂θ
)
+ (Tidka,r(vt(z)∂ϕ) + ct)∇∂θ
(




vt(z)∇∂ϕ∂ϕ + (Tidka,r(vt(z)∂ϕ) + ct)∇∂ϕ∂θ
)
+ (Tidka,r(vt(z)∂ϕ) + ct)
(




vt(z)∇∂ϕ∂ϕ + (Tidka,r(vt(z)∂ϕ) + ct)∇∂ϕ∂θ
)
+ (Tidka,r(vt(z)∂ϕ) + ct)
(
vt(z)∇∂θ∂ϕ + (Tidka,r(vt(z)∂ϕ) + ct)∇∂θ∂θ
)
= v2t (z)∇∂ϕ∂ϕ + vt(z)(Tidka,r(vt(z)∂ϕ) + ct)∇∂ϕ∂θ
+ (Tidka,r(vt(z)∂ϕ) + ct)vt(z)∇∂θ∂ϕ + (Tidka,r(vt(z)∂ϕ) + ct)
2∇∂θ∂θ.
(4.48)
Recall from page 109 that for pairing the covariant derivatives with ∂ϕ and ∂θ, the
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Hence, ∂ϕ only yields nonzero metric terms when paired with ∇∂ϕ∂ϕ, i. e. the first
summand of Eq. (4.48), the remaining terms pair to 0. Furthermore, all of the sum-





〈∂θ, ∇VtVt〉︸        ︷︷        ︸
=0

































〈Wt, V̇t〉λa ∧ωa dt.






〈V̇t, V̇t〉λa ∧ωa dt,
which implies V̇t = 0 and in turn v̇t = 0 and ċt = 0.
Proposition 4.40. The previous computation shows that the only solutions to the Euler
equation on M = B × S1 preserving ωa and λa are all stationary vector fields of the form





4.9 Generalization: any SHS on M descending to (σ ,τ = hσ ) on B
Let (ωa,λa,r = dθ + π
∗µa,r) be a stable Hamiltonian structure on M = B × S1, as in
Section 4.7. This determines unique two-forms (σa,τa) on B by ωa = π
∗σa and τa =
dµa. Note that when given (σa,τa) on B, then not every possible associated SHS on M
is of the form (ωa,λa,r): Let (ω̃, λ̃= dθ+π
∗µ̃) be some other choice that also descends
to (σa,τa) on B, i. e. ω̃ = π
∗σa = ωa and τa = dµ̃. Since
dµ̃= τa = dµa,r ,
there is a closed β ∈Ω1(B) such that µ̃= µa,r + β.
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Note that since H1dR(B) R with representatives r̃ dϕ for any r̃ ∈R, we can write
β = df + r̃ dϕ
for some f ∈ C∞(B,R) and r̃ ∈R. Then
λ̃= λa,r +π
∗β = λa,r+r̃ + df .




ϕ,z,θ+ f (ϕ,z) mod 1
)
satisfies ρ∗R= R, ρ
∗ωa = ω̃ = ωa and ρ




















= d(θ+ f ) +π∗id∗(µa,r + r̃ dϕ)




Corollary 4.42. Let (ω,λ= dθ+π∗µ) be a stable Hamiltonian structure on M = B× S1
such thatω = π∗σ for some area form σ ∈Ω2(B) and τ B dµ= h(ϕ,z)σ with h(ϕ,z) = z.
Then Diffsω,λ(M) ⊂ Diff
s(M) is a smooth submanifold and the orthogonal projection in




ω,λ(M) for η ∈ Diff
s
ω,λ(M) yields a smooth
bundle map P : TDiffsR(M)|Diffsω,λ(M)→ TDiff
s
ω,λ(M).
Proof. Combine the diffeomorphisms in Lemma 4.41 and Lemma 4.30 with the result
in Proposition 3.32.
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4.10 Generalization: h any submersion
The most general stable Hamiltonian structure on a cylinder bundle we will consider
in this thesis is some two-form
ω̃ = π∗σ̃
for some area form σ̃ on B= S1×[−1,1] and λ̃= dθ+π∗µ̃ for some one-form µ̃ ∈Ω1(B).
Since τ̃ = dµ̃ is another two-form on B, there is a smooth function h̃ : B→R such that
τ̃ = h̃σ̃ . In this section, we assume that h̃ is a submersion satisfying h̃(S1×{−1}) = {−1}
and h̃(S1 × {1}) = {1}.
Proposition 4.43. Let h̃ be a submersion satisfying h̃(S1×{−1}) = {−1} and h̃(S1×{1}) =
{1}. Then there is a diffeomorphism ρ : B→ B such that (ρ∗h̃)(ϕ,z) = z = h(ϕ,z).
Proof. Since h̃ is a submersion, the gradient vector field ∇h̃ is transversal to the level
sets h̃−1(c) for any c ∈ [−1,1] with respect to some metric on B. Let (ϕ,z) ∈ S1 × [−1,1].
The point (ϕ,−1) corresponds to the endpoint of the flow line of ∇(−h). Now consider
the flow line of ∇h̃ starting at (ϕ,−1). There is a unique point in the intersection of












Figure 4.1: Definition of ρ : B→ B
By construction,
(ρ∗h̃)(ϕ,z) = h̃(ρ(ϕ,z)) = z = h(ϕ,z).
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Proposition 4.44. Let (ω̃ = π∗σ̃ , λ̃ = dθ + π∗µ̃) be a SHS on M = B × S1 such that









ω̃,λ̃(M) for η ∈Diff
s
ω̃,λ̃(M) is a smooth bundle map.
Proof. We extend ρ defined in Proposition 4.43 to a diffeomorphism ρM onM = B×S1






We define σ B ρ∗σ̃ and
ωB (ρM)∗ω̃ = (ρM)∗π∗σ̃ = π∗ρ∗σ̃ = π∗σ .






∗µ) is a stable Hamiltonian structure onM = B×S1 that descends
to σ and





on B and we can apply Corollary 4.42.
4.11 Outlook: counterexample
We tried finding an example for a manifold M with a stable Hamiltonian structure
(ω,λ) such that Diffsω,λ(M) ⊂Diff
s(M) is not a smooth submanifold. We suspect that,
varying examples of this section, for the cylinder bundle M = B × S1 with B = S1 ×
[−1,1], choosing a stable Hamiltonian structure (ω,λ) on M that descends to the two-
forms (σ ,τ = hσ ) on B such that h has at least one critical point, may provide such
an example. The results in the previous section already show that if h has no cricital
points, i. e. it is a submersion, then for all such choices, the diffeomorphism groups
are smooth submanifolds and h being a submersion was critical for our proof. As
a candidate, we tried h : S1 × [−1,1]→ R, (ϕ,z) 7→ sin(2πϕ) · z, which has level sets
roughly shown in Fig. 4.2. In particular, the green level set h−1({0}) looks suspiciously
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Figure 4.2: Level sets of h(ϕ,z) = sin(2πϕ) · z
non-smooth and strongly restricts the structure-preserving diffeomorphisms of S1 ×
[−1,1]. Unfortunately, there is no nice criterion to show that something is not a smooth
submanifold and we could not come up with a rigorous proof.
4.12 Outlook: other 2-dimensional base manifolds
The cylinder as discussed in this chapter is a very specific choice of base manifold.
We expect the results to also hold for the standard two-torus as the computations are
very similar. It is an open question as to what happens with other 2-dimensional base
manifolds. A natural choice might also be the sphere S2 with the standard metric.
In cylindrical coordinates (ϕ,z) for ϕ ∈ S1  R/Z and z ∈ [−1,1], we have the Rie-
mannian volume form σ = dϕ ∧ dz and for τ = hσ , we can also consider the height
function h(ϕ,z) = z similar to the cylinder. Unfortunately, this height function has
critical points at the two poles of the sphere, which might already cause problems
with the submanifold structure of Diffsσ ,τ(S
2) as discussed in the previous section.
5
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Recall from the definition at the beginning of in Section 3.1 that a Hamiltonian struc-
ture on a compact, oriented (2n+1)-dimensional manifold is a closed two-form ω of
maximal rank, i. e. such that ωn vanishes nowhere. We further assume that the kernel
foliation kerω is periodic, so that we can choose a vector field R generating kerω all of
whose orbits have period 1. As before, this implies that M is an S1-principal bundle
over some compact 2n-dimensional base manifold B, i. e.
S1→M π→ B,
where the S1-action is generated by R. Associated to this bundle, we can choose a
connection form λ ∈Ω1(M).
Lemma 5.1. The connection form λ is a stabilizing one-form for the Hamiltonian struc-
ture defined by ω on M. In particular, any Hamiltonian structure ω with periodic kernel
foliation kerω is stabilizable.
Proof. The S1-action on M is generated by R, hence the connection form λ satisfies




Furthermore, since R generates kerω and λ(R) = 1, we also know that λ ∧ωn is a
volume form.
5.1 Structure-preserving diffeomorphisms of principal circle bundles
For such a stabilizable Hamiltonian structure on a prinicpal circle bundle S1→M→
B, we consider the diffeomorphisms preserving the Hamiltonian structure ω and the




∣∣∣ η∗R= R, η∗ω = ω}.
In contrast to the previous sections, we do not require that the diffeomorphisms also
preserve the stabilizing one-form λ.
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Now choose an S1-invariant metric 〈., .〉 on M such that R has length 1. Then this
metric descends to a metric 〈., .〉B on B and we assume that its Riemmanian volume
form is given by σn, where σ ∈ Ω2(B) is defined by ω = π∗σ . Furthermore, this de-
fines an orthogonal complement of kerω in TM, i. e. choosing a metric automatically
defines a stabilizing one-form λ. Locally, λ can be written as λ = dθ + π∗µ for the
S1-bundle coordinate θ and a one-form µ on some subset of B. For any such choice of
metric, the Riemannian volume form is locally given by vol = λ∧ωn = dθ ∧ωn.
Lemma 5.2. DiffsR,ω(M) ⊂Diff
s
vol(M) is a smooth submanifold.
Proof. We first check that any η ∈ DiffsR,ω(M) also preserves vol = dθ ∧ω
n: In local





for some ν ∈Diffsσ (B) and k ∈H s(U ,S1). Then, we compute
η∗vol = η∗(dθ ∧ωn)
= d(η∗θ)∧ (η∗ω)n
= d(θ+ k)∧ωn
= dθ ∧ωn+ dk ∧ωn︸   ︷︷   ︸
=0
= vol.
This implies that DiffsR,ω(M) is a subset of Diff
s
vol(M). Since both are also smooth
Hilbert submanifolds of Diffs(M), the statement follows from Lemma 4.5.
In particular, the induced metric defined by Eq. (2.5) on TDiffsR,ω(M) is right-
invariant and we can use the computation in Section 2.3 for the derivation of the
Euler equation.
For trivial circle bundles M = B × S1, we denote the S1-coordinate by θ and get
R = ∂θ. As in Section 3.5, we can write λ = dθ+π
∗µ for some (fixed) µ ∈Ω1(B) and
the Riemannian volume forms are vol = λ∧ωn = dθ ∧ωn on M and σn on B.
Also recall Corollary 3.16, which yields the diffeomorphism





(b,θ) 7→ (ν(b), θ+ k(b))
)
with tangent map
T(ν,k)Φ |Diffsσ (B)×H s(B,S1) : TνDiff
s
σ (B)×H s(B,R)→ TΦ(ν,k)DiffsR,ω(M)
(v, l) 7→ v+ l∂θ.
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Hence, every tangent vector V ∈ TidDiffsR,ω(M) can be written as
V = v+ l∂θ
for some v ∈ TidDiffsσ (B) and l ∈H s(B,R).
5.2 Euler equation on DiffsR,ω(B× S
1), standard bundle metric
As in the previous sections on the Euler equation, we start by recalling the result of
the variation of energy in Section 2.3: Let Vt ∈ TidDiffsR,ω(B×S
1) be a time-dependent







〈Wt, V̇t +∇VtVt〉 vol dt (2.9 revisited)
for any time-dependent Wt = wt +mt∂θ ∈ TidDiffsR,ω(B× S
1), then Vt is a solution to
the Euler equation.
Still considering a general bundle metric, which induces a stabilizing one-form
λ= dθ+π∗µ, we compute
〈Wt, V̇t〉= 〈wt +mt∂θ, V̇t〉




〈∂θ, v̇t + l̇t∂θ〉




〈wt −µ(wt)∂θ︸          ︷︷          ︸
∈kerλ
,∂θ〉






〈∂θ, v̇t −µ(v̇t)∂θ︸        ︷︷        ︸
∈kerλ
〉





















= ∇Vtvt + lt∇Vt∂θ +Vt(lt)∂θ





= ∇vtvt + lt∇∂θvt + lt∇vt∂θ + l
2
t ∇∂θ∂θ + vt(lt)∂θ. (5.2)
Using the Koszul formula for the vector fields X, Y and Z,
2〈X,∇YZ〉= Y 〈Z,X〉+Z〈X,Y 〉 −X〈Y ,Z〉+ 〈X, [Y ,Z]〉 − 〈Y , [Z,X]〉 − 〈Z, [Y ,X]〉,
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then pairing these covariant derivatives with wt yields
2〈wt,∇vtvt〉= 2vt〈wt,vt〉 −wt〈vt,vt〉+ 〈wt, [vt,vt ]︸︷︷︸
=0

























− 2〈vt, [wt,vt ]〉B − 2µ(vt)µ([wt,vt ]),
2〈wt,∇∂θvt〉= ∂θ〈wt,vt〉+ vt〈wt,∂θ〉 −wt〈∂θ,vt〉
+ 〈wt, [∂θ,vt ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0












2〈wt,∇vt∂θ〉= vt〈wt,∂θ〉+ ∂θ〈wt,vt〉 −wt〈vt,∂θ〉
+ 〈wt, [vt,∂θ ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
〉 − 〈vt, [∂θ,wt ]︸  ︷︷  ︸
=0










2〈wt,∇∂θ∂θ〉= 2∂θ〈wt,∂θ〉 −wt 〈∂θ,∂θ〉︸   ︷︷   ︸
≡1






whereas pairing them with ∂θ yields














2〈∂θ,∇∂θ∂θ〉= ∂θ〈∂θ,∂θ〉 − 〈∂θ, [∂θ,∂θ ]〉
= 0,
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〈∂θ,∂θ〉= 1.
We now restrict to the standard product metric onM = B×S1, i. e. we assume that
∂θ is perpendicular to any tangent vector to B. This corresponds to µ = 0 ∈ Ω1(M)
and λ= dθ. The previous computation simplifies to
2〈wt,∇vtvt〉= 2vt〈wt,vt〉 −wt〈vt,vt〉 − 2〈vt, [wt,vt ]〉



































Then we get for the full covariant derivative
〈Wt,∇VtVt〉
(5.2)
= 〈Wt,∇vtvt〉+ lt〈Wt,∇∂θvt〉+ lt〈Wt,∇vt∂θ〉
+ l2t 〈Wt,∇∂θ∂θ〉+ vt(lt)〈Wt,∂θ〉
= 〈wt,∇vtvt〉+ lt 〈wt,∇∂θvt〉︸       ︷︷       ︸
=0
+lt 〈wt,∇vt∂θ〉︸       ︷︷       ︸
=0
+ l2t 〈wt,∇∂θ∂θ〉︸        ︷︷        ︸
=0
+vt(lt) 〈wt,∂θ〉︸  ︷︷  ︸
=0
+mt 〈∂θ,∇vtvt〉︸      ︷︷      ︸
=0
+ltmt 〈∂θ,∇∂θvt〉︸       ︷︷       ︸
=0
+ltmt 〈∂θ,∇vt∂θ〉︸       ︷︷       ︸
=0
+ l2t mt 〈∂θ,∇∂θ∂θ〉︸        ︷︷        ︸
=0
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Combining this result with Eq. (5.1) yields
〈Wt, V̇t +∇VtVt〉= 〈wt, v̇t〉
B+mt l̇t + 〈wt,∇vtvt〉
B+ vt(lt)mt



















































i. e. vt is a solution to the Euler equation on the symplectomorphisms of (B,σ ), and lt
then solves
0 = l̇t + vt(lt). (5.4)
Theorem 5.3. For the standard product metric on M = B × S1 Hamiltonian structure ω,
generator R= ∂θ of kerω and Riemannian volume form given by vol = dθ∧ωn, the Euler
equations preserving R and ω is given by Eqs. (5.3) and (5.4). For any initial condition
(v0, l0) ∈ TidDiffsσ (B),H s(B,R), solutions exist for any time t ∈ R and depend smoothly
on (v0, l0).
Proof. Using the results by Ebin [Ebi12] (see Section 2.5.2), we have long-time exis-
tence of solutions vt to the Euler equation on the symplectomorphism group of (B,σ ).
Their paper also includes smooth dependence of the solution vt on the initial condi-
tion v0. Let νt denote the flow of vt, i. e. νt satisfies
d
dt

















hence lt ◦ νt = ν∗t lt ≡ ν∗0l0 = l0 and given the initial condition l0, we can solve lt =
l0 ◦ ν−1t . Then also lt depends smoothly on v0 and l0.
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5.3 Outlook: Euler equation on DiffsR,ω(B× S
1), general bundle metric
Going back to a general metric, we have
〈Wt,∇VtVt〉
(5.2)
= 〈Wt,∇vtvt〉+ lt〈Wt,∇∂θvt〉+ lt〈Wt,∇vt∂θ〉
+ l2t 〈Wt,∇∂θ∂θ〉+ vt(lt)〈Wt,∂θ〉
= 〈wt,∇vtvt〉+ lt〈wt,∇∂θvt〉+ lt 〈wt,∇vt∂θ〉︸       ︷︷       ︸
=〈wt ,∇∂θvt〉
+ l2t 〈wt,∇∂θ∂θ〉︸        ︷︷        ︸
=0
+vt(lt) 〈wt,∂θ〉︸  ︷︷  ︸
=µ(wt)




) +ltmt 〈∂θ,∇∂θvt〉︸       ︷︷       ︸
=0
+ltmt 〈∂θ,∇vt∂θ〉︸       ︷︷       ︸
=0
+ l2t mt 〈∂θ,∇∂θ∂θ〉︸        ︷︷        ︸
=0













































































































































































































































for anywt ∈ TidDiffsσ (B), which is an Euler-type equation on the symplectomorphisms
of (B,σ ), and then, lt satisfies





which is an inhomogeneous linear PDE corresponding to the homogeneous equa-
tion (5.4).
Proposition 5.4. On a Hamiltonian manifold (M = B × S1,ω) with generator R = ∂θ
of kerω and Riemannian metric with volume form vol = dθ ∧ωn, the Euler equations
preserving R and ω are given by Eqs. (5.6) and (5.7).
To prove that solutions exist for short times, one can try to follow the strategies
in [EM70] and this thesis, i. e. one can compute the orthogonal projections on each of
the tangent spaces TηDiff
s(B×S1)→ TηDiffsR,ω(B×S
1) for any η ∈DiffsR,ω(B×S
1) and
determine whether these maps are smooth in the base point η.
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By the results in Section 2.4, we have (local) geodesics on Diffsvol(M) for any
(not necessarily trivial) circle bundle S1 →M → B. By Theorem 2.24, DiffsR,vol(M) ⊂
Diffsvol(M) is a totally geodesic submanifold. In our case, it therefore remains to com-





For the long-time existence of solutions, one can then use Eqs. (5.6) and (5.7) to
estimate the H s-norms of Vt = vt + lt∂θ.
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